
2009 Round Three Study Guide

acrimonious !"#$%&'()*%+

caustic, biting, or rancorous especially in feeling, language, or manner : bitter.

Marjorie’s criticism was constructive, not acrimonious.

1.

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin word.

adj

adieu %&,-

—used to express farewell.

“Adieu, my friends!” called the fur trapper as he paddled away from the shore.

2.

This word is from Latin-derived French.

interj

[has homonym: ado]

adret "&,$.

a mountain slope so oriented as to receive considerable light and warmth from the Sun during the day—used chiefly of the 

Alps.

By June the adret was covered with wild flowers.

3.

This word is from Latin-derived French.

n

affettuoso /!0"!1234%&5(/!0+(

in a tender or touching manner—used as a direction in music.

The first movement of Telemann’s Sonata no. 6 in E Major is played affettuoso.

4.

This word came from Italian, which formed it from a Latin word.

adv

aiguille .&65*7

a sharp-pointed pinnacle of rock commonly found in glaciated mountains.

The mountain’s peak is a snow-covered aiguille.

5.

This word is from a French word.

n

alexia %&72#+*%

the loss or impairment of the power to use words as symbols of ideas characterized by the loss of ability to read that results 

from a brain lesion.

Everyone hopes that the alexia resulting from Theodore’s head injury is temporary, especially because reading was his 

favorite pastime before his accident.

6.

This word consists of a part from a Greek-derived Latin combining form plus a Greek part plus a Greek-derived Latin 

combining form.

n

Alsatia "7&+.+4%

any asylum or refuge for criminals : a region without law.

The wild West is often portrayed as an Alsatia for gunslingers.

7.

This word is from a Latin geographical term.

n

amadelphous !"'%&,271%+

marked by an inclination to associate with others of one’s kind : tending to live in a flock, herd, or community rather than 

alone.

“Pride,” “mob,” and “covey” are three of the many names for specific groups of amadelphous animals.

8.

This word consists of two Greek elements plus an English combining form.

adj
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amerce %&'%$+

punish by a monetary penalty the amount of which is not fixed by law but is left to the discretion of the court.

The local judges amerce speeders $200 and those who double-park $40.

9.

This word is from Latin-derived French.

v

[has near homonym: immerse]

amphisbaena !"'1%+&8*)%

a serpent in classical mythology having a head at each end and being capable of moving in either direction.

It is said of the amphisbaena that if one were cut, the two segments would rejoin immediately.

10.

This word is from Greek.

n

anaglyph &")%!6791

a stereoscopic still or moving picture producing a three-dimensional effect when viewed through colored filters in the form of 

spectacles.

An anaglyph is created by superimposing two color layers offset with respect to each other.

11.

This word is from Greek.

n

anastrophe %&)"+:$%/!01*

inversion of the usual syntactical order of words for rhetorical effect.

An example of anastrophe appears in the poem “Jabberwocky” in the line “So rested he by the TumTum tree.”

12.

This word is from Greek.

n

anguiped &";65%!<2,

having legs in the form of serpents—used especially of a statue.

An anguiped statue was recently placed in the middle of the largest fountain in the park.

13.

This word consists of two Latin elements.

adj

anodyne &")%!,=)

serving to assuage pain : soothing.

Before aspirin was developed, certain herbs were highly valued for their anodyne properties.

14.

This word is from Greek.

adj

anthracite &")/:0:4$%!+=:

a hard glossy coal that contains only a small amount of volatile matter and burns with a nearly smokeless flame.

Anthracite is created when soft coal is subjected to the intense heat and pressure of Earth’s crust.

15.

This word is from Greek.

n

apishamore %&<9+4%!'($

a saddle blanket usually of buffalo hide.

Mary treasures the apishamore that has been handed down in her family for generations.

16.

This word is from Ojibwa.

n

apparat &"<%!$":

the political machine of the Communist party.

No one would have ever guessed that Natasha’s father had been an important minister in the Soviet apparat.

17.

This word came from Russian, which probably took it from a Latin-derived German word.

n
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arborvitae !>$8%$&?=@*

a tree or shrub of a genus of evergreens having flat branches disposed in two vertical rows and scalelike closely overlapping 

or compressed leaves.

Mrs. Rodriguez planted an arborvitae on each side of her house’s front steps.

18.

This word consists of two Latin elements.

n

arcadia >$&#.,*%

a usually idealized region or scene of simple pleasure, rustic innocence, and uninterrupted quiet.

The painter Georgia O’Keeffe found her arcadia in the desert of northern New Mexico.

19.

This word is from a Greek geographical name.

n

ariel &"$*%7

a gazelle of Arabia and adjacent regions.

In Bahrain the ariel is protected in a wildlife conservation area.

20.

This word is from an English literary name.

n

[has homonyms: aerial, font name Arial]

armigerous >$&'9A%$%+

bearing heraldic arms.

Many of the first settlers in Virginia came from armigerous families who lived in England.

21.

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and the second part is an English combining form.

adj

atelier !"@B7&C.

an artist’s studio or workroom.

Ken hoped to find some affordable loft space downtown for his atelier.

22.

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin word.

n

attritus %&:$=@%+

matter pulverized or finely divided by the act of rubbing together or wearing down by friction.

The geologist identified the attritus in the seam of Pittsburgh coal as spore matter.

23.

This word is from Latin.

n

aurore %&$($

marked by or relating to a yellow or pink tint given a white sauce by the addition of egg yolks, tomato puree, or lobster coral.

Danielle taught her daughter to make a divine sauce aurore by adding tomato paste, pepper, and a pinch of nutmeg to a 

basic béchamel.

24.

This word is from Latin-derived French.

adj

[could be confused with aurora]

avocet &"?%!+2:

any of several rather large long-legged shorebirds having webbed feet and a slender upwardly curved bill.

Making their way through the marsh, the birders happened on a foraging avocet.

25.

This word is from Italian-derived French.

n
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ballute 8%&7-:

a small inflatable parachute for stabilization and deceleration of a jumper or object usually before a conventional parachute 

opens.

The ballute, developed for high altitudes, was part of the standard safety equipment for the Gemini spacecraft.

26.

The first part of this word is from a Germanic-derived French word, and the second part is from Latin-derived French.

n

batiste 8%&:*+:

a fine soft sheer fabric of plain weave made of any of the principal fibers (as cotton, linen, rayon, silk, or wool) and used 

especially for clothing.

Elaine’s best linen skirt has a lining of silk batiste.

27.

This word is from a Greek-derived French proper name.

n

[has hear homonym: betise]

Bauhaus &8"D!4"D+

of, relating to, or influenced by a school of design in Weimar, Germany, in 1919 and noted for its association with functional 

architecture, abstract art, innovation in the use of building materials, and the absence of applied ornament in design.

The area’s newest ski lodge features Bauhaus architecture and furnishings.

28.

This word is from an originally German word.

adj

bautta 8>&D@%

a black cloak with a hood that falls so as to mask the face especially for masquerades.

Porter wears his bautta every Halloween, but with varying accessories.

29.

This word is from Latin-derived Italian.

n

[has near homonym: bauta]

beryl &82$%7

a mineral consisting of a silicate of metallic elements of great hardness and occurring in green, bluish green, yellow, pink, or 

white hexagonal prisms.

Gem-quality beryl is mined in the Wah-Wah Mountains of western Utah.

30.

This word passed from Indic to Greek to Latin to French to English.

n

[has near homonym: barrel]

biberon &898%!$>)

a drinking vessel with an elongated spout as its only opening formerly used for invalids, travelers, or children.

The biberon was the predecessor of the baby bottle and sippy cup.

31.

This word is from Latin-derived French.

n

bodegon !8(,.&6()

a Spanish painting that depicts a scene or event from everyday life usually realistically or a still-life painting.

Luis bought a seventeenth-century bodegon for his dining room.

32.

No etymology is provided for this word.

n

bombilation !8>'8%&7.+4%)

a buzzing droning sound.

As Winnie approached the beehive, he was greeted by a loud bombilation.

33.

This word is from Latin.

n
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boucharde 8-&+4>$,

a tool for roughening or furrowing the surface of marble.

The phony antiques dealer claimed to have a boucharde that had belonged to Michelangelo.

34.

This word is from a French word.

n

bouilli 8-&C*

boiled meat and especially beef.

Bernard ate bouilli with horseradish for lunch.

35.

This word is from Latin-derived French.

n

[has near homonym: buoy]

bounteous &8"D):*%+

liberally bestowed : plentiful.

The oak trees provided the squirrels a bounteous crop of acorns.

36.

This word came from Latin-derived French.

adj

Bramantesque 8$>!'>)&:2+#

of or relating to a Renaissance style of architecture marked by classical forms.

Eric entered his drawing of the small Bramantesque chapel in the college art show.

37.

This word is from an Italian name.

adj

braunschweiger &8$"D)!+45=6%$

smoked liver sausage.

While Dad was grilling the braunschweiger, Eva prepared the sauerkraut.

38.

This word is from a German geographical name.

n

breviloquence 8$2&?97%#5%)/:0+

shortness of duration of speaking.

The committee recommended for their banquet a speaker noted for his breviloquence.

39.

This word is from Latin.

n

breviloquent 8$2&?97%#5%):

marked by conciseness of speech.

Because of time constraints, a good debater must be breviloquent.

40.

This word is from Latin.

adj

bribery &8$=8%$*

the act or practice of giving or taking a price, reward, gift, or favor with a view to pervert the judgment or corrupt the conduct 

especially of a person in a position of trust.

When the gambler offered the athletes money to lose the game, he was arrested and charged with bribery.

41.

This word is from a French word that then became English.

n

brodequin &8$(,%#E)

a high shoe once worn by women.

A brodequin extended about halfway up the calf of the leg.

42.

This word is from a French word of non–Indo-European origin.

n
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bronchiolitis !8$>;#*/!0(&7=@E+

inflammation of the minute thin-walled branches of either of the two primary divisions of the trachea that lead respectively 

into the right and the left lung.

Respiratory tract infections can lead to bronchiolitis or pneumonia.

43.

This word is from a word that went from Greek to Latin.

n

[could be confused with bronchitis]

bronchospasm &8$>;/!0#(!+<"F%'

constriction of the air passages of the lung by involuntary and abnormal sudden contraction of the bronchial muscles (as in 

asthma).

Exercise can induce bronchospasm in many people who have asthma.

44.

This word is from Greek.

n

brunneous &8$%)*%+

dark brown—used chiefly scientifically.

Hatchery officials were concerned about the brunneous spots on the fish eggs.

45.

The first part of this word is from a Germanic word that became Latin, and the second part is an English combining form.

adj

bryophyte &8$=%!1=:

a plant of a division of nonflowering plants comprising the mosses and liverworts.

The botanist told the students that the earliest land plant was probably a bryophyte.

46.

Both parts of this word are originally Greek.

n

bullarium 8D&7"$*%'

a collection of edicts or other formal and supposedly authoritative statements issued by the pope.

Many consider the bullarium published by Girolamo Mainardi in the mid-eighteenth century to be the most accurate and 

practically useful of such collections.

47.

This word is from Latin.

n

butadiene !8C-@%&,=!*)

a flammable gaseous hydrocarbon that is used chiefly in making synthetic rubber.

Butadiene is used in making tires for vehicles.

48.

This word consists of elements from International Scientific Vocabulary.

n

cabildo #%&897/!0,(

a town council or a town hall in a country formerly a Spanish colony.

The original cabildo in New Orleans was destroyed in the Great New Orleans Fire of 1788.

49.

This word is from Latin-derived Spanish.

n

cabotage &#"8%!:>F4

trade or transport in coastal waters or between two points within a country especially by other than domestic carriers.

United States law does not allow cabotage by foreign airlines.

50.

This word is from a word that went from Latin probably to Spanish and then French plus a French combining form.

n

calceiform &#"7+*%!1G$'

shaped like a slipper.

The fictional detective Nero Wolfe cultivated certain orchids for the calceiform lip in their flowers.

51.

This word is from Latin.

adj
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calender &#"7E),%$

press (as cloth, rubber, paper) between rollers or plates in order to make smooth and glossy or glazed or to thin into sheets.

The machines in the factory calender fruit pulp that is then dried to make fruit leather.

52.

This word is from a French word.

v

[has homonym: calendar]

callidity #"&79,%@*

craftiness : cunning : shrewdness.

Br’er Rabbit is famous for his callidity.

53.

This word is from Latin.

n

callosity #"&7>+%@*

a hard or thickened area or protuberance especially on the skin or on the bark of a plant.

The marine biologist was able to identify each right whale in her study by the unique pattern of the callosity on its head.

54.

This word is from Latin.

n

caloricity !#"7%&$9+%@*

physiological ability to develop and maintain bodily heat.

Caloricity in animals is closely related to nourishment.

55.

This word is from Latin-derived French plus a French combining form.

n

camelopard #%&'27%!<>$,

a giraffe.

When drinking from a lake, the camelopard assumes a position that looks awkward to humans.

56.

This word is from Greek-derived Latin.

n

cancellate #")&+27E:

marked with numerous crossing lines or ridges.

Emmy thought that the turtle’s cancellate shell was its most interesting feature.

57.

This word is from Latin.

adj

canitist &#")%:E+:

one who dyes or tints hair especially in a beauty shop.

Polly has been a canitist in a local beauty shop for 25 years.

58.

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and the second part is an English combining form.

n

cantabank &#"):%!8";#

a singer from benches or platforms : a ballad singer.

The cantabank strolling through the streets of the amusement park was not a park employee, though he gave that impression 

to his onlookers.

59.

This word is from an Italian word made up of a Latin word plus a Latin word plus a Germanic word.

n

caracole &#"$%!#(7

a half turn either to the right or the left executed by a mounted horse.

The front rank of galloping cavalrymen fired their pistols and then peeled off in a caracole to regroup.

60.

This word is from a word that perhaps started in Latin but then went from Spanish to French.

n
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carburet &#>$8C%!$2:

enrich (a gas) by mixing with volatile carbon compounds (as hydrocarbons).

In the engines of new cars, precise fuel injection systems carburet the air.

61.

This word consists of two elements that each went from Latin to French.

v

[could be confused with synonym carburate]

carnauba #>$&)G8%

a yellowish to dark-brownish gray hard brittle high-melting wax obtained from the surface of leaves of a fan palm of Brazil.

Carnauba is sometimes used as a protective coating for wooden furniture.

62.

This word is from Portuguese.

n

casein &#.!+*)

the protein produced when milk is curdled and precipitated as a calcium compound that constitutes the principal protein of 

cheese and is used also in making some plastics.

Aunt Betty’s favorite knitting needles were made using casein.

63.

This word probably came from a French word formed from a Latin word plus a French combining form.

n

[could be confused with casing]

cassolette !#"+%&72:

a small vessel of earthenware, glass, or metal usually having a cover and a handle in which an individual portion of food is 

cooked and served.

Having decided that eating out was expensive and that he should cook for himself, Henry bought a cassolette and a couple of 

cookbooks.

64.

This word is from a word that went from Greek to Latin to Provençal to French plus a Provençal combining form.

n

castellan &#"+:%7%)

a governor or warden of a castle or fort.

Richard will play the part of the castellan during the medieval fair.

65.

This word is from a Latin word that became French and then English.

n

catholicon #%&:4>7%!#>)

a cure-all : a panacea.

Mrs. Taylor found that the recommended catholicon was not the remedy it was touted to be.

66.

This word is from Greek.

n

cattalo &#"@B7!(

a hybrid between the American bison and domestic bovine.

Nora raised a cattalo for her 4-H project.

67.

This word consists of a part that went from Latin to French to English plus a part that went from Greek to Latin.

n

caustic &#G+:9#

capable of destroying the texture of anything or eating away its substance by chemical action : corrosive.

Justin never suspected that perfume might have a caustic effect on plastic.

68.

This word is from Greek.

adj
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cauterize &#G@%!$=F

burn or sear with a hot iron, corrosive agent, or other agent so as to destroy abnormal or injured tissue.

The surgeon explained that he would cauterize the wound with a laser.

69.

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into Latin.

v

cecity &+*+%@*

blindness.

Cecity is one of the common complications of diabetes mellitus.

70.

This word is from Latin-derived French.

n

[has homonym: taxonomic family Caecidae]

centgener &+2):A%)%$

a large number of plants or animals having a common parentage; especially : 100 plants (as of wheat) derived from a single 

parent and so planted (as in plots or rows) that the value of the breed may be determined.

Rita’s science fair project analyzes the production of a centgener of wheat through several generations.

71.

This word is from two Latin elements.

n

ceremoniarius !+2$%!'()*&"$*%+

an official at solemn services of the Roman Catholic Church charged with the duty of seeing that all the rites are correctly 

executed.

At a signal from the ceremoniarius, the choir sang another song in Latin.

72.

This word is from Latin.

n

Chalkosideric !#"7/!0#(!+=&,2$9#

of or belonging to the transitional period between the Bronze and Iron ages.

The city of Troy depicted in Homer’s “Iliad” existed during the Chalkosideric period.

73.

This word is from Greek-derived elements plus an English combining form.

adj

chaplain &34"<7E)

a member of the clergy officially attached to the army or navy, to some public institution, or to a family or court.

The prison chaplain holds an ecumenical service every Sunday.

74.

This word is from French-derived Latin.

n

Chartreux +4>$&:$-+

any of a breed of short-haired domestic cats of French origin having a bluish gray coat and gold or orange eyes.

According to a popular legend, the first Chartreux was brought to France from Syria by returning Crusaders.

75.

This word is from the name of a building in France.

n

[has homonym: chartreuse]

chasm &#"F%'

a deep opening : a narrow, deep steep-walled valley, gorge, or canyon.

Earthquake tremors opened a great chasm in the valley.

76.

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into Latin.

n
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chatelaine &+4"@B7!.)

an ornamental chain or clasp usually worn at a woman’s waist to which trinkets, keys, a purse, or other articles are attached.

Melissa has an antique chatelaine that her great-grandmother wore to hold her needle case, magnifying glass, and a small 

pair of scissors.

77.

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin word.

n

[has homonym: chatelain]

chauffer &34G1%$

a portable stove usually with a grate at the bottom and an open top.

Mariana bought a chauffer for outdoor cooking.

78.

This word is from French-derived Latin.

n

[could be confused with chauffeur, shofar, shophar]

chevelure !+42?%&7D$

a cloudy envelope (as around the nucleus of a comet).

When Halley’s comet returned in 1986, its chevelure was much dimmer than expected.

79.

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin word.

n

Cheviot &+42?*%:

a breed of very hardy medium-wooled meat-type sheep without horns originating in the Cheviot hills of England and Scotland

The Cheviot, notable for being hardy and easy to raise, is recognized by its white face and black feet.

80.

This word is from an English geographical name.

n

chiton &#=:B)

the basic garment of ancient Greece worn usually knee-length by men and full-length by women.

The ancient vase depicted Europa wearing an embroidered chiton.

81.

This word went from Semitic to Greek to Latin.

n

chylophyllous !#=7%&197%+

having fleshy or succulent leaves.

Chylophyllous plants are capable of conserving moisture in their leaves.

82.

This word consists of Greek elements plus an English combining form.

adj

cinephile &+9)E!1=7

a devotee of motion pictures.

The cinephile had a uniformly negative reaction to the latest Indiana Jones movie.

83.

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into French before becoming English.

n

[has homonym: sinophile]

clamant &#7.'%):

crying out : marked by din or outcry.

The clamant children insisted that it was time for the birthday cake to be brought to the table.

84.

This word is from Latin.

adj

[has homonym: claimant]
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clochard &#7(+4%$,

a bell tower.

Many university campuses have a recognizable clochard.

85.

This word is from Latin-derived French.

n

clou &#7-

the point of chief interest or attraction.

When asked to name what she believed to be Paris’s clou, Mary found it hard to choose between Notre Dame, the Eiffel 

Tower, and Montmartre.

86.

This word is from a word that went from Latin to French.

n

[has homonyms: clew, clue]

coacervate !#(%&+%$?E:

an aggregate of colloidal droplets held together by electrostatic attractive forces.

The chemist referred to the aggregation of liquid particles in an emulsion as a “coacervate.”

87.

This word is from Latin.

n

commem #%&'2'

a postage stamp that celebrates or serves as a memorial or reminder of a person or event.

Justin looked forward to the issuance of the new Carl Sagan commem.

88.

This word is from Latin-derived French.

n

communiqué #%&'C-)%!#.

an official announcement; typically : a brief formal summation report.

The general sent a communiqué to Washington every day.

89.

This word is from Latin-derived French.

n

comprimario !#>'<$E&'"$*!(

a singer or dancer especially in an operatic organization who is ranked usually just below the primary singers and dancers.

Kevin’s aunt is a well-known soprano who is in great demand as a comprimario.

90.

This word is from Latin-derived Italian.

n

concatenate #>)&#"@%!).:

link together : unite in a series or chain.

The student said that he would concatenate his research results into a final report.

91.

This word is from Latin.

v

conniption #%&)9<+4%)

a fit of rage, hysteria, or alarm.

Dad had a conniption when he discovered that someone had stolen the radio from his car.

92.

This word is of unknown origin.

n

coriaceous !#($*&.+4%+

like leather in appearance, texture, or quality : tough.

The ivy plant has shiny, coriaceous leaves.

93.

This word is from Latin.

adj
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corticoline #G$&:9#%!7=)

growing on bark.

Mom pointed out a corticoline fungus that looked like soft green fuzz.

94.

The first part of this word was originally Latin and then became French, and the second part is an English combining form.

adj

cosmotellurian !#>F/!0'(:E7&CD$*%)

relating to or affecting both heavens and Earth.

The book “Popol Vuh” recounts the cosmotellurian theories of the ancient Maya.

95.

This word consists of a Greek element, a Latin element, and a Latin-derived combining form.

adj

costumbrista !#(+:%'&8$9+:%

depicting local or regional customs, scenes, or types in literature or art.

The doctor wrote a series of lighthearted costumbrista novels set in a country in Africa.

96.

This word is from Latin-derived Spanish.

adj

crescive &#$2+9?

increasing : growing.

The crescive vines traveled up the trellis.

97.

This word is from Latin.

adj

cuchifrito !#-349&1$*@(

a deep-fried cube of pork.

When Lane wasn’t looking, Stephanie popped a cuchifrito into the dog’s mouth.

98.

This word is from Spanish.

n

cuculla #%&#D7%

a loose sleeveless garment put on over the head and used especially to protect other garments; specifically : a monk’s scapular.

Brother David put on a cuculla before he began weeding the garden.

99.

This word is from a Latin word of perhaps Celtic origin.

n

dado &,./!0,(

a plane or other tool used to make flat-bottomed grooves in woodwork.

Gus found a perfectly good dado for a dollar in a junk shop.

100.

Perhaps originally from Arabic, this word went into Italian before being adopted by English.

n

damascened &,"'%!+*),

decorated with inlaid work of precious metals.

Fran admired the delicate scrollwork on the damascened chest in the Museum of Decorative Arts.

101.

This word is from a Syrian geographical name that went to Greek and then Latin before becoming English.

adj

[Base of word could be confused with damaskeen.]

decastich &,2#%!+:9#

a poem or stanza of ten lines.

The English teacher challenged the class to compose a decastich in one class period.

102.

This word consists of Greek elements.

n
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decretal ,E&#$*@B7

an order set forth by one having authority : an authoritative decision.

The pope’s decretal declared that the king’s second marriage was invalid.

103.

This word is from Latin-derived French.

n

decumbiture ,E&#%'8%!34D$

the time of taking to one’s bed because of sickness.

After a brief decumbiture, Teresa returned to her busy routine.

104.

This word is from Latin.

n

dedicatee !,2,E#%&:*

one to whom a thing is inscribed or addressed by way of compliment, honor, or commemoration.

The author gave a special edition of her best-selling book to its dedicatee.

105.

This word is from Latin plus an English combining form.

n

defalcator ,E&1"7!#.:%$

one guilty of breach of trust especially in money matters : a defaulter.

Vivian’s record as a defalcator prevented her from refinancing her home.

106.

This word is from Latin.

n

defilade &,21%!7.,

protection from observation or fire from the ground (as by a ridge, embankment, ravine).

A defilade was constructed to screen the fort’s protectors from the view of their enemies.

107.

This word consists of Latin-derived French and English forms.

n

deglutition !,*!67-&:9+4%)

the act or process of swallowing (as food).

Pam’s sore throat made deglutition painfully difficult.

108.

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin word.

n

dehepatize ,*&42<%!:=F

remove the liver from.

This afternoon the medical students will dehepatize four cadavers and study the condition of the livers.

109.

This word consists of Latin-derived English combining forms plus a Greek element.

v

demesne ,E&'.)

the land attached to a mansion or country house; also : the house and land together.

The earl vowed to defend his demesne at any cost.

110.

This word is from a French word.

n

[Has near homonym: domain. Also, alternate pronunciation has homonym: demean.]

deprecatory &,2<$E#%!:($*

apologetic.

Jeff greeted his sister with a deprecatory smile and said he was sorry for forgetting her birthday.

111.

This word is from Latin.

adj
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deracinated ,E&$"+B)!.:%,

physically, mentally, or emotionally separated from one’s racial, social, or intellectual group.

Erica’s father worries that she might become deracinated at such a large university.

112.

The first part of this word was originally Latin and then became French, and the second part is an English combining form.

adj

diapedesis !,=%<%&,*+E+

the passage of blood cells through capillary walls into the tissues.

Diapedesis allows white blood cells to destroy bacteria in inflamed tissues.

113.

This word is from Greek.

n

digoneutic !,=6%&)-@9#

having two broods in one year.

The entomologist is focusing his study on digoneutic species of butterflies.

114.

This word consists of Greek-derived elements.

adj

dirhinic ,=&$9)9#

affecting both nostrils alike.

Evelyn’s doctor gave her dirhinic olfactory tests to help determine why she was losing her sense of smell.

115.

This word consists of Greek-derived elements.

adj

dirigible &,9$%A%8%7

steerable.

Louis Brennan was a mechanical genius from Ireland whose inventions included the dirigible torpedo and the monorail train.

116.

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and the second part is an English combining form.

adj

discriminate ,E&+#$9'%!).:

distinguish (as objects, ideas, or qualities) by discerning or exposing their differences; especially : distinguish (one like 

object) from another by discerning or exposing the minute differences.

Seasoned bird watchers discriminate between a host of bird calls with ease.

117.

This word is from Latin.

v

divestiture ,=&?2+:%!34D$

the compulsory transfer of title or disposal of interests (as stock in a corporation) upon government order.

The Interstate Commerce Commission ordered that the divestiture of the company be carried out no later than September 30.

118.

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and the second part is an English combining form.

n

divulgence ,E&?%7A%)/:0+

the act or an instance of telling or making known (a secret or confidence or what had been previously unknown).

The military takes strong measures to prevent the divulgence of its secrets.

119.

This word consists of Latin-derived elements.

n

doryline &,G$%!7=)

any of various large specialized migratory tropical ants that are blind except for the functional males.

One rarely sees a doryline not in the vicinity of its colony.

120.

This word consists of a Greek element and New Latin combining forms.

n
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dryasdust &,$=%F!,%+:

marked by characteristics that bring about lack of interest or boredom : uninspired : pedantic.

After attending a dryasdust lecture on morphological analysis, Walter was more than ready for lunch.

121.

This word is from an English literary name that was derived from English words.

adj

ducal &,-#%7

of, belonging to, or befitting a duke or dukedom.

Beautiful gardens surrounded the ducal palace.

122.

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin word.

adj

dundrearies !,%)&,$9$*F

long flowing side whiskers.

Dundrearies were in fashion in the latter half of the nineteenth century.

123.

This word is from an English name.

n pl

ecce &2/!034.

—used to call attention often to one persecuted unjustly.

At the end of his oration, the senator screamed “Ecce!” at his colleague.

124.

This word is from Latin.

interj

echard &2!#>$,

the soil water that is unavailable to plant organisms.

The echard is part of the total moisture content of soil.

125.

This word is from Greek.

n

elutriation *!7-:$*&.+4%)

the separation of finer lighter particles from coarser heavier particles in a mixture by means of a usually slow upward stream 

of fluid so that the lighter particles are carried upward.

Elutriation is used for separating large populations of living cells without damaging them.

126.

This word is from a word that went from Latin to English.

n

embosk 2'&8>+#

shroud or conceal especially with plants or greenery.

Some spiders embosk the entrances to their dens.

127.

This word consists of a Latin-derived English combining form plus an English word.

v

embrasure 2'&8$.F4%$

an opening with sides flaring outward in a wall or parapet of a fortification usually for allowing the firing of cannon.

Bobby and Jackie amused themselves during the castle tour by climbing into every embrasure to look out the windows.

128.

This word is from a French word.

n

enceinte >H&+"):

a line of fortification enclosing a castle or town.

The attacking army used artillery to breach the town’s enceinte.

129.

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin word.

n

[The more common use of this word is as an adjective meaning “being with child.”]
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ensconce E)F&#>)/:0+

place or hide (as oneself) securely : conceal.

Small animals usually ensconce themselves in their dens when predators are around.

130.

Originally Latin, this word went through French before becoming English.

v

enterorrhagia !2):%$(&$.A%

bleeding from the intestine : intestinal hemorrhage.

Enterorrhagia can result from food poisoning, diseases, parasites, or traumatic injury to the intestines.

131.

Both parts of this word are originally Greek.

n

entrechat !>):$%&+4>

a leap during which a ballet dancer repeatedly crosses the legs, sometimes striking them together while crossed.

The audience watched in fascination as the ballerina performed a seemingly effortless entrechat.

132.

This word is from a Latin word that became Italian and then French.

n

epicure &2<E!#CD$

one with sensitive and discriminating tastes (as in food, wine, music) : a connoisseur.

M.F.K. Fisher, a well-known writer and epicure, wrote, “Wine and cheese are ageless companions.”

133.

This word is from a Greek name.

n

epinicion !2<%&)9+4*!>)

a song of triumph or a choral ode in honor of a victor in war or games (as in the Olympian or Pythian games).

The typical epinicion in modern Olympic Games is the national anthem of the gold medalist’s country.

134.

This word consists of a Greek word plus an English combining form.

n

[could be confused with epinician]

epiphloedal !2<%&17*,B7

growing upon the surface of bark.

The hike leader identified the epiphloedal plants as “crustaceous lichen.”

135.

This word consists of Greek elements plus an English combining form.

adj

eradicate E&$",%!#.:

do away with : destroy completely.

By using aerial sprays, wheat farmers eradicate weeds, diseases, and insect pests from their fields.

136.

This word is from Latin.

v

[has homonym that has opposite meaning: irradicate]

erythromycin E!$9:4$%&'=+B)

a broad-spectrum antibiotic resembling penicillin in antibacterial activity and effective also against amoebas, treponemata, 

and pinworms.

Dora’s physician prescribed erythromycin to treat her skin rash.

137.

This word consists of Greek-derived International Scientific Vocabulary.

n

estuary &2+434%!52$*

a water passage where the tide meets the current of a stream.

Boaters using small vessels without motorized power were warned not to travel the estuary.

138.

This word is from Latin.

n
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eviscerate E&?9+%!$.:

take out the entrails of : disembowel : gut.

The chef and his apprentice will eviscerate a fish after the commercial break.

139.

This word is from Latin.

v

exaugural 2#&+G6C%$%7

occurring at the close of a term of office.

The president’s exaugural address recounted the important events of his administration.

140.

This word consists of Latin elements.

adj

excelsior 9#&+27+*%$

fine curled shavings of wood forming a resilient mass and used especially for packing fragile items.

Jean opened the box hurriedly, scattering excelsior all over the carpet.

141.

This word is from Latin.

n

exogenous 2#&+>A%)%+

originating from or due to external causes.

The politician argued that the labor strife in his city was exogenous in nature.

142.

This word consists of two Greek-derived elements plus an English combining form.

adj

expectorant 9#&+<2#:%$%):

an agent tending to promote discharge of mucus from the respiratory tract.

An expectorant containing eucalyptus oil is often effective as a cough remedy.

143.

This word is from Latin.

n

expediency 9#&+<*,*%)+*

the quality or state of being suited to the end in view : suitability.

The senator was accused of sacrificing principles for political expediency.

144.

This word is from Latin.

n

fanfaronade !1")!1"$%&).,

empty boasting : bluster.

Mr. Wilson’s fanfaronade impressed no one.

145.

This word is from an originally Spanish word that passed into French.

n

farfalle 1>$&1>/!07.

butterfly-shaped pasta.

Amy’s favorite comfort food is farfalle alfredo.

146.

This word is from Italian.

n

ferruginous 1%&$-A%)%+

of or containing iron.

Nearby ferruginous rocks affected the direction of the compass needle.

147.

This word is from Latin.

adj
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ferrule &12$%7

a band or cap usually of metal enclosing the end of a cane, tool handle, table leg, or similar object to strengthen it or prevent 

splitting and wearing.

Both the knob and the ferrule of Mr. Benson’s walking stick were made of intricately engraved silver.

148.

Originally Latin, this word went through French before becoming English.

n

[has homonyms: feral, ferule]

fettuccelle !12@%&3427*

pasta in ribbon shape.

For lunch Angela had a dish of fettuccelle with seasoned tomato sauce.

149.

This word is from Italian.

n

firmament &1%$'%'%):

the vault or arch of the sky : the heavens.

Carmen looked to the firmament for a sign, but none was forthcoming.

150.

This word is from a word that went from Latin to English.

n

flabbergast &17"8%$!6"+:

overwhelm with shock, surprise, or wonder (as by extraordinary statements or unexpected news).

Barb expected that the news of her election win would flabbergast her parents.

151.

This word’s origin is unknown.

v

flavescent 17%&?2+B):

turning yellow.

Kara’s flavescent skin may be a symptom of jaundice.

152.

This word is from Latin.

adj

flehmen &17.'2)

a mammalian behavior (as of horses, cows, or elephants) in which the animal inhales with the mouth open and upper lip curled

to facilitate exposure of an olfactory organ to a scent or pheromone.

A horse may exhibit flehmen when it is given an unfamiliar food or when it is meeting a new horse.

153.

This word is from German.

n

[Could be confused with flaming. Also, has homonym: flamen.]

florulent &17G$C%7%):

relating to or covered with flowers.

Gloria pridefully showed the visitors around her florulent garden.

154.

This word is from Latin.

adj

flurriment &17%$*'%):

a state of being agitated or disordered.

In her flurriment, Johanna forgot the baby’s diaper bag.

155.

This word is probably from an imitative word.

n

fluvicoline 17-&?9#%!7=)

inhabiting or frequenting rivers or streams—used of animals.

The flycatcher is a familiar fluvicoline bird that is seen throughout North and South America.

156.

This word is from Latin-derived International Scientific Vocabulary.

adj
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folliculitis 1%!79#C%&7=@E+

inflammation of one or more small cavities in the skin.

An ingrown hair on Bo’s moustache resulted in folliculitis.

157.

This word is from Latin.

n

foraminate 1%&$"'%!).:

having small openings, perforations, or orifices : perforated.

Sid examined the foraminate leaf under a microscope.

158.

This word is from Latin.

adj

fortuitous 1G$&:-%@%+

occurring by chance without evident causal need or relation or without deliberate intention.

Their meeting was fortuitous, but Dan and Mattie believe that they were destined to be together.

159.

This word is from Latin.

adj

fougasse 1-&6"+

a land mine in which the charge is overlaid by stones or other missiles so placed as to be hurled in the desired direction.

The fougasse, a land mine commonly used in the Civil War, was designed to bury enemies rather than to blow them up.

160.

This word is from a Latin word that became Italian and then French.

n

frigorific !1$96%&$919#

causing cold : cooling.

Michael was curious about how the antique frigorific device for wine bottles could work without electricity.

161.

This word is from Latin.

adj

frontolysis !1$%):&>7%+E+

a process tending to destroy a meteorological front (as by horizontal mixing and divergence of the air).

One factor contributing to frontolysis is a lessening of the temperature contrast between the two air masses.

162.

This word is from a Latin-derived element plus a Greek-derived element.

n

fructiferous !1$%#&:91%$%+

bearing or producing fruit.

A section of the plantation was planted with fructiferous trees.

163.

This word is from a Latin word plus an English combining form.

adj

[could be confused with fructivorous]

fustian &1%+34%)

pompous and overdone : exaggerated.

A few poets composed fustian odes in honor of the queen’s birthday.

164.

Originally Latin, this word went through French before becoming English.

adj

gabbai 6>&8=

a synagogue official; especially : a treasurer or administrator of synagogue funds.

As the gabbai, Laura signs the paychecks of the synagogue’s staff.

165.

This word is from Hebrew.

n
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galanterie 6%!7>):%&$*

a nonessential movement added to or inserted in the classical musical suite (as minuet, loure, air).

The galanterie in the cello suite was a spirited bourrée.

166.

This word is from a word that went from French to German before entering English.

n

galette 6%&72:

a flat round cake of pastry usually sprinkled with sugar before baking.

In France it is traditional to serve on January 6 a galette filled with almond cream.

167.

This word is from a French word that is probably of Celtic origin.

n

galvanotropic !6"7?%)(&:$><9#

characterized by an automatic movement in organisms in which electricity is the stimulus.

The microbiologist has studied the galvanotropic reactions of some protozoans.

168.

This word is from an Italian name plus a Greek-derived International Scientific Vocabulary element.

adj

gamopetalous !6"'%&<2@B7%+

having the corolla composed of united petals.

The gamopetalous foxglove, morning glory, and bluebell are some of Mary’s favorite plants.

169.

This word is from Greek.

adj

gasconism &6"+#%!)9F%'

a bombastic boastful way or spirit.

Tony’s occasional gasconism masks the depth of his personal bravery.

170.

This word consists of an originally French part plus an English combining form.

n

gastralgia 6"&+:$"7A%

pain in the stomach or epigastrium especially of a neuralgic type.

Jeff suspected that his gastralgia was related to indigestion, but it was actually neurologic in origin.

171.

This word consists of two Greek-derived elements.

n

gastrostege &6"+:$%!+:*A

one of the large linearly ordered scales on the ventral surface of most snakes.

Dawn stretched a single finger toward the python and gingerly touched one gastrostege.

172.

This word consists of two Greek elements.

n

gavelkind &6"?%7!#=),

the custom of dividing equally among the sons or other heirs the estate of one who has died without having made a valid will.

The land in England that Jim’s great-grandfather Charles owns came into his possession by gavelkind.

173.

This word consists of English elements.

n

geocarpic !A*(&#>$<9#

producing or ripening the fruit beneath the surface of the ground.

The peanut is a common geocarpic plant.

174.

This word consists of Greek-derived elements.

adj
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geogenous A*&>A%)%+

growing on or in the ground.

The common mushroom is a good example of a geogenous fungus.

175.

This word consists of two Greek-derived elements plus an English combining form.

adj

[has homonym: species “geogenus”]

Ghiordes 6*&G$,%+

an Anatolian rug characterized by fine knotting, mellow colors, a wool pile, and a cotton web; especially : a fine prayer rug of 

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

Dilara admired the intricate pattern of the antique Ghiordes in her aunt’s sitting room.

176.

This word is from a Turkish geographical name.

n

giusto &A-/!0+:(

in strict tempo : with exactness—used as a direction in music.

The first passage must be played giusto while the soldiers are marching onto the stage.

177.

This word came from Italian, which formed it from a Latin word.

adv

glitterati !679@%&$>@!*

wealthy or famous people whose lifestyle is usually expensive and well publicized.

Glitterati from all over the world flock to the French Riviera.

178.

This word consists of an Old Norse–derived element combined with a Latin-derived Italian word.

n pl

glomerulate 67>&'2$C%7E:

arranged in small compact clusters.

The flowers of sugar beets are glomerulate.

179.

This word consists of Latin elements.

adj

gnathion &).:4*!>)

the midpoint of the lower border of the human jawbone.

A blow to the athlete’s jaw caused a hairline fracture at the gnathion.

180.

This word is from Greek.

n

gnotobiotic !)(@%/!08=&>@9#

of, relating to, living in, or being a controlled environment containing one or a few kinds of organisms.

The glass ball contained a gnotobiotic ecosystem whose members were carefully selected to maintain its balance of oxygen 

and carbon dioxide.

181.

This word is from Greek.

adj

gouache &65>+4

a method of painting with opaque colors that have been ground in water and mingled with a preparation of gum.

Gail did not appreciate the art done in gouache and opined that it looked like fingerpainting done by preschoolers.

182.

This word is from a Latin word that became Italian and then French.

n

grallatorial !6$"7%&:($*%7

of or belonging to the wading birds.

The horned screamer is a South American grallatorial bird with a long projection on its forehead and a shrill cry.

183.

This word is from Latin.

adj
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Grandisonian !6$"),%&+()*%)

of, relating to, or befitting a model gentleman of the eighteenth century.

Dressed in a wig and knee breeches, Jonathan looked the part of the Grandisonian earl he portrayed in the play.

184.

This word is from an English name.

adj

granophyre &6$")%!1=$

a porphyritic igneous rock chiefly composed of alkalic feldspar and quartz and having a granular groundmass.

The piece of granophyre Meera found was embedded with bean-sized quartz crystals.

185.

This word is from an element that went from Italian to German to International Scientific Vocabulary plus an element that 

went from Greek to Latin to French to International Scientific Vocabulary.

n

graphospasm &6$"1%!+<"F%'

a painful cramp of muscles of the hand or fingers brought on by excessive use in writing.

After addressing over 200 envelopes by hand, Judy was stricken with graphospasm.

186.

This word is from Greek.

n

grieben &6$*8%)

cracklings from goose fat usually salted.

Max’s mother often serves grieben as an appetizer.

187.

This word is from German.

n pl

grimace &6$9'E+

a deliberate or involuntary distortion of the face expressive of some feeling (as contempt or disapprobation).

The camera caught the player’s grimace as the penalty was announced.

188.

This word is from an originally Germanic word that became French before becoming English.

n

grosgrain &6$(!6$.)

a firm fabric in plain weave usually with a silk or rayon warp and a heavy cotton filling that forms pronounced crosswise ribs.

The ribbon in Alta’s hair was made of grosgrain.

189.

This word is from a French word.

n

guarana !65>$%&)>

a drink flavored with a dried paste made from the seeds of a Brazilian climbing shrub containing tannin and caffeine.

Julian tried guarana on his trip to Rio but found it too tart for his liking.

190.

This word went from Tupi to Spanish and Portuguese, from which English adopted it.

n

guichet 6*&+4.

a grill opening (as a hatch); especially : a ticket window.

Steve waited in line at the guichet to buy game tickets.

191.

This word is from an originally Germanic word that became French before becoming English.

n

guttiferous !6%&:91%$%+

yielding gum or resinous substances.

Gretchen works on her family’s Christmas tree farm and can identify a variety of guttiferous trees.

192.

This word consists of two Latin elements plus an English combining form.

adj
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gyro &C*!$(

a sandwich especially of lamb and beef, tomato, and onion on pita bread.

Kostas thinks that nothing tastes as good as a fresh, hot gyro.

193.

This word consists of an element that went from Greek to Latin and then probably through French before becoming English.

n

[unacceptable pronunciation of this word has homonym: giro]

heliolatry !4*7*&>7%:$*

Sun worship.

Heliolatry was an important part of the ancient Egyptian religion.

194.

This word is from Greek.

n

hemal &4*'%7

of or relating to the blood or blood vessels.

Janice is studying the hemal system in her human anatomy class.

195.

This word consists of of an originally Greek element plus an English combining form.

adj

hendiadys 42)&,=%,E+

the expression of an idea by two nouns connected by “and” instead of by a noun and an adjective.

Terry used the hendiadys “sound and fury” to denote furious sound.

196.

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into Latin.

n

hepatomegaly !42<%@(&'26%7*

enlargement of the liver.

An accumulation of glycogen in the liver can result in hepatomegaly.

197.

Both parts of this word are originally Greek.

n

heresimach 4%&$*F%!'"#

an active opponent of adherence to a religious opinion that is contrary to an established dogma of a church.

During the Inquisition, Torquemada was Spain’s most zealous heresimach.

198.

This word is from Greek.

n

hexafoos &42#+%!1-+

a three-toed or triangular mark put on some Pennsylvania barns to keep evil spirits from the cattle or for decoration.

Sebastian painted a colorful hexafoos on the north wall of his barn.

199.

This word consists of German elements.

n

hierophant &4=%$%!1"):

a priest in ancient Greece.

The hierophant portrayed in Tim’s history book was dressed in an animal skin and wore a crown of leaves.

200.

This word is from Greek.

n

hipparch &49!<>$#

a commander of cavalry in ancient Greece.

The hipparch led his horsemen against the Persian foot soldiers.

201.

This word consists of Greek elements.

n
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holard &4>!7>$,

the entire water content of the soil.

Dr. Rose took a sample of the holard every day for several days in order to obtain an average.

202.

This word consists of Greek elements.

n

[has near homonyms: hollaed, holloed, hollered]

homiliary 4>&'97*!2$*

a book of discourses on a religious theme especially delivered to a congregation during a church service.

The clergyman consulted a homiliary for ideas for his next sermon.

203.

This word consists of a part that went from Greek to Latin plus a Latin combining form.

n

hospitable 4>&+<9@%8%7

offering a pleasant or sustaining environment : not hostile.

The areas portrayed in “The Grapes of Wrath” are much more hospitable now than they were in the 1930s.

204.

This word is from Latin.

adj

Hudibrastic !4C-,%&8$"+:9#

written in humorous octosyllabic couplets.

Jonathan Swift was a notable English writer of Hudibrastic verse.

205.

This word is from an English literary name.

adj

humifuse &4C-'%!1C-+

spread over the surface of the ground : being or having stems that trail along the ground without putting forth roots.

Prickly pear is a humifuse cactus that is common west of the Rockies.

206.

This word consists of Latin elements.

adj

hydrocortisone !4=/!0,$(&#G$@%!+()

a crystalline hormone occurring in the adrenal cortex and also prepared synthetically that is used especially in the treatment of 

rheumatoid arthritis, rheumatic fever, and certain allergic diseases.

At one time available only in compounds prescribed by doctors, hydrocortisone is now found in many over-the-counter 

medications.

207.

This word consists of International Scientific Vocabulary elements derived from Greek and Latin.

n

hyponychium !4=<(&)9#*%'

the thickened layer of epidermis beneath the free end of a nail.

As Julia was dicing onions, she cut into the hyponychium of her index finger.

208.

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into Latin.

n

ideogram &=,*%!6$"'

a composite character in Chinese writing made by combining two or more other characters for words of related meaning.

In Chinese, the ideogram corresponding to the English verb “love” is a depiction of a woman and her child.

209.

Both parts of this word are originally Greek.

n

[one of alternate pronunciations has homonym: idiogram]
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ihram *&$>'

the ceremonially plain clothing worn by Muslims on pilgrimage.

Ihram is intended to make all pilgrims appear alike, emphasizing that all are the same in the eyes of God.

210.

This word is from Arabic.

n

[could be confused with Iran]

impetigo !9'<%&:=/!06(

an acute contagious skin disease transmitted by contact between persons or between healthy and infected skin.

Impetigo can quickly make the rounds in a kindergarten class.

211.

This word is from Latin.

n

impetrate &9'<%!:$.:

ask for : entreat.

On stage, the duke will impetrate a favor from the queen while the duchess swoons.

212.

This word is from Latin.

v

inadvertent !9)%,&?%$:B):

unintentional.

The principal apologized for the inadvertent omission of Amanda’s name from the honor roll.

213.

This word is from Latin.

adj

indicia E)&,9+4%

distinctive marks that indicate or that are felt to indicate the nature, quality, existence, or reality of something.

The reporter used many different indicia of public sentiment to obtain a reliable rating of the leader’s popularity.

214.

This word is from Latin.

n pl

inenarrable !9)*&)"$%8%7

incapable of being put into words : indescribable : ineffable.

The sight of his newborn son brought Elijah inenarrable pleasure.

215.

This word is from Latin.

adj

inexorable 9&)2#+%$%8%7

not to be persuaded or moved by entreaty or prayer : unyielding.

The inexorable force of the hurricane changed the shape of Bell Island.

216.

This word is from Latin.

adj

infructescence !9)!1$%#&:2+%)/:0+

the fruiting stage of the mode of development and arrangement of flowers on an axis.

From the size of the buds, Emily knew that her plants were nearing infructescence.

217.

This word consists of Latin elements.

n

insolent &9)/:0+%7%):

haughty and contemptuous or brutal in behavior or language.

Eric’s insolent attitude won him few friends.

218.

This word is from Latin.

adj
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insurrecto !9)/:0+%&$2#/!0:(

a person who rises in revolt against civil authority or an established government : a rebel.

Nat Turner is the most famous insurrecto in the history of American slavery.

219.

This word is from a Latin-derived Spanish word.

n

invigilation 9)!?9A%&7.+4%)

an act of surveillance; specifically : the proctoring of an examination.

Mrs. Gilroy was diligent in her invigilation during the exam.

220.

This word is from Latin elements.

n

invincibility 9)!?9)/:0+%&897%@*

the quality or state of being incapable of being vanquished or subjugated : unbeatable.

The candidate’s sense of invincibility lulled him into complacency during the critical months of his campaign.

221.

This word is from a Latin word plus an English combining form.

n

jambalaya !A%'8%&7=%

rice cooked with ham, sausage, chicken, shrimp, or oysters and usually tomato and seasoned with herbs.

No trip to New Orleans would be complete without sampling a bowl of spicy jambalaya.

222.

This word is from a word that went from Provençal to French.

n

jeroboam !A2$%&8(%'

an oversize wine bottle holding about four quarts.

Phil thought that a jeroboam of champagne would be enough for the party.

223.

This word is from a Hebrew name.

n

jettison &A2@%+%)

drop (as auxiliary equipment, bombs, cargo, or fuel) from an airplane in flight (as for lightening the load or providing greater 

safety).

The captain explained that he would jettison the cargo if the plane kept losing altitude.

224.

Originally Latin, this word went through French before becoming English.

v

jicama &4*#%'%

a tall-climbing Mexican vine with showy flowers and a sweet watery root that is sometimes eaten raw or cooked.

Suleika made a coleslaw of jicama and shredded carrot.

225.

This word is from a word that went from Nahuatl to Spanish.

n

jurimetrician !AD$E'%&:$9+4%)

a specialist in the application of scientific methods to legal problems.

The judge heard testimony from a jurimetrician and a forensic pathologist.

226.

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and the second part is from an originally Greek word that became 

English.

n

kairos &#=!$>+

a time when conditions are right for the accomplishment of a crucial action : the opportune and decisive moment.

Feeling that the kairos would never be better, Barbara approached her boss and demanded a raise.

227.

This word is from Greek.

n
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kakistocracy !#"#E&+:>#$%+*

government by the worst individuals.

Denny thinks that the current student council is a kakistocracy.

228.

Both parts of this word are originally Greek.

n

karuna &#%$D!)>

compassion that is a fundamental quality in the bodhisattva ideal of Mahayana Buddhism.

Mahayana Buddhists believe that karuna and enlightened wisdom are the two most important qualities to cultivate in one’s 

daily life.

229.

This word is from a Sanskrit word.

n

Keatsian &#*:+*%)

of, relating to, or characteristic of the English poet John Keats or his poetry.

Mr. Gardner criticized the poet’s excessive use of Keatsian allusions.

230.

This word is from an English name.

adj

kestrel &#2+:$%7

a common small European falcon.

Sean spotted an injured kestrel on the roof of the library.

231.

Originally Latin, this word went through French before becoming English.

n

kibbutzim /!0#9!8D:&+*'

collective farms or settlements in Israel cooperatively owned and managed by the members and organized on a communal 

basis.

Initially, kibbutzim were agricultural communities; but now, many of these settlements own and operate factories, hotels, 

restaurants, and other businesses.

232.

This word is from Hebrew.

n pl

kinara #*&)>$%

a candelabrum with seven candlesticks used in celebrating Kwanzaa.

Tera looked forward to lighting the first candle in the kinara.

233.

This word is from Swahili.

n

kinkajou &#9;#%!A-

a nocturnal arboreal carnivorous mammal inhabiting Mexico and Central and South America that is about three feet long with 

a slender body, long prehensile tail, large lustrous eyes, and soft woolly yellowish brown fur.

The kinkajou is sometimes called the “honey bear.”

234.

This word is from a word that went from Algonquian to French.

n

koinonia !#G9)%&)*%

intimate spiritual communion and participative sharing in a common religious commitment and spiritual community.

Karl’s book details how koinonia developed among the 12 apostles.

235.

This word is from Greek.

n

kouros &#-!$G+

a sculptured figure of a Greek youth (as an athlete) of which many examples dating from classical antiquity still exist.

Much controversy surrounds the authenticity of the kouros obtained in 1985 by the J. Paul Getty Museum.

236.

This word is from Greek.

n
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Kurdistan &#D$,%!+:")

one of the several varieties of rugs woven by the Kurds whose best examples are noted for fine colors and durability.

The red background of Jenny’s Kurdistan goes well with her mahogany furniture.

237.

This word is from a geographical name in Asia Minor and the Middle East.

n

kylin &#*&79)

a unicorn of Chinese myth depicted with the tail of an ox and the legs and body of a deer.

According to legend, the appearance of the kylin is an indicator of upcoming prosperity and serenity.

238.

This word is from Chinese.

n

lageniform 7%&A*)%!1G$'

shaped like a flask : dilated below and tapering to a slender neck above.

While on the field trip, the botanist directed the class to an example of a lageniform fungus.

239.

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and the second part is an English combining form.

adj

larkspur &7>$#!+<%$

a plant of the genus “Delphinium”; especially : a cultivated annual plant of this genus.

Agatha admired the blue larkspur in her window box.

240.

This word consists of originally English elements.

n

leno &7*/!0)(

a fabric made with an open weave in which pairs of warp yarns cross one another and thereby lock the filling yarn in position.

Jennifer bought a light summer blouse made of leno.

241.

This word is perhaps from a Latin-derived French word.

n

limbiferous 79'&891%$%+

having a border or margin.

Mr. Lovejoy told his pupils that they would be expected to use limbiferous paper for all their assignments.

242.

This word consists of two Latin elements.

adj

liminal &79'%)B7

having the lowest amount necessary to produce a particular effect : possessing the minimal quantity.

During finals week, Brad was able to get only the liminal amount of sleep necessary to stay awake during exams.

243.

This word is from Latin.

adj

liquefaction !79#5E&1"#+4%)

the process of making or becoming a non-gaseous fluid.

Much earthquake damage results from the liquefaction of soil on which buildings stand.

244.

This word is from Latin.

n

lisle &7=7

a smooth tightly twisted thread usually made in two or more plies of a long-staple cotton and used chiefly in making hosiery, 

underwear, and gloves.

The lisle in Marsha’s gloves began to wear thin after two winters.

245.

This word is from a French geographical name.

n

[has homonym: proper name “Lyle”]
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lithoglyptics !79:4%&679<:9#+

the art or process of engraving gems.

Pam’s cameo was made by an artisan skilled in lithoglyptics.

246.

This word consists of Greek elements.

n pl

lochetic 7(&#*@9#

lying in wait for prey—used especially of insects.

Josh claimed that the ants in the nest next to his porch must be lochetic because they always seemed to know when he was 

barefoot.

247.

This word is from Greek.

adj

Lubavitcher 7-&8>!?934%$

a member of a Hasidic sect founded by Schneour Zalman of Lyady in the late eighteenth century.

Evan listened intently as the Lubavitcher called the members of his audience to increase their individual acts of kindness and 

good deeds.

248.

This word is from a Belorussian name that went into Yiddish.

n

lucida &7-+%,%

the brightest star of a constellation or other group.

Pollux, also known as “Beta Gemini,” is the lucida of the constellation Gemini.

249.

This word is from Latin.

n

lucigen &7-+%AE)

a lamp or torch giving a bright light by burning a mixture of oil mixed with hot air.

A Scotsman invented the lucigen, which can be used to light large, open spaces, in the 1880s.

250.

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and the second part is from an originally Greek word.

n

luminaria !7-'E&)2$*%

a traditional Mexican Christmas lantern consisting of a brown paper bag with a lighted candle inside.

Mateo helped his mother put a rock in each luminaria to keep it in place.

251.

This word is from Latin.

n

Lupercalia !7-<%$&#.7*%

an ancient Roman festival celebrated February 15 to ensure fertility for the people, fields, and flocks.

Roman priests sacrificed goats and dogs to the fertility gods during the annual Lupercalia.

252.

This word is from Latin.

n

lyophilize 7=&>1%!7=F

dry (as tissue or serum) in a frozen state under high vacuum especially for preservation : freeze-dry.

According to the lab instructor’s directions, the students will lyophilize their tissue samples to prepare them for further study.

253.

This word is from Greek.

v

macarize &'"#%!$=F

pronounce happy or blessed : felicitate : laud.

Members of the Cranston family macarize themselves for having such loving parents and a beautiful home.

254.

This word is from Greek.

v
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maccus &'>#%+

a stock character of Roman comedy representing a stupid greedy country fellow.

The play’s maccus was an innkeeper who was looking for a wife.

255.

This word is from probably Oscan-derived Latin.

n

machicolation '%!349#%&7.+4%)

an opening on a parapet of a battlement, in the floor of a gallery, or the roof of a portal for the purpose of shooting or 

dropping missiles upon attacking assailants.

When the castle got stormed in the movie, the defenders poured boiling oil through a machicolation onto the enemy attacking 

the gates.

256.

This word is from a word of French imitative origin plus a Latin element.

n

macrobenthos !'"/!0#$(&82)!:4>+

the relatively large organisms living on or in the bottom of bodies of water.

Oceanic macrobenthos are divided into two general categories according to whether they eat organic sediments or plankton.

257.

This word consists of Greek elements.

n

macroscian '"&#$>+4%)

having or casting a long shadow.

As the afternoon wore on, outside objects became noticeably more macroscian.

258.

The first part of this word is originally Greek, and the second part is an English combining form.

adj

magus &'.6%+

one skilled in the use of means that are believed to have supernatural power to produce or prevent a particular result 

considered not obtainable by natural means; especially : one who uses charms, incantations, and spells.

The magus practiced his shape-changing spells on his apprentice.

259.

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into Latin.

n

maladive &'"7%,9?

of, relating to, or affected by illness or disease : sickly.

Emily’s chronic maladive condition makes her unable to travel to her family’s annual reunions.

260.

This word is from a French word.

adj

[could be confused with geographical name “Maldive”]

manoir '"&)5>$

a manor house or country residence in a French-speaking country.

Guillaume turned his ancestral manoir into a bed-and-breakfast.

261.

This word is from Latin-derived French.

n

maquiladora '%!#*7%&,($%

a foreign-owned factory in Mexico at which imported parts are assembled by lower-paid workers into products for export.

The workers at the maquiladora met with members of its management to discuss a cost-of-living adjustment in wages.

262.

Originally Arabic, this word went into Spanish before being adopted by English.

n

marcescent '>$&+2+B):

withering without falling off—used of a plant part.

Last autumn’s first cold snap left many marcescent leaves in its wake.

263.

This word is from Latin.

adj
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marotte '%&$>:

a pet idea or notion.

Kate’s marotte is to someday open her own crafts shop.

264.

This word has a part from a French name plus a French combining form.

n

marquito '>$&#*/!0:(

a frame of ornamental tinwork of Spanish American origin—used in the Southwest.

Mercedes keeps a picture of her parents in a pretty marquito on her desk.

265.

This word is from Spanish.

n

matriculate '%&:$9#C%!7.:

become admitted to membership in a body, society, or institution (as a college or university) and have one’s name officially 

registered after having previously met entrance requirements.

Meredith will matriculate at MIT this fall.

266.

This word is from Latin.

v

mazagran !'"F%&6$>H

sweetened and usually cold and diluted black coffee served in a glass.

Hamid thought that the iced coffee at the chain café was a poor substitute for the mazagran he drank in his youth.

267.

This word went from an Algerian geographical name to French.

n

McCoy 'E&#G9

the real or genuine thing : something that is neither an imitation nor an inferior substitute—used with the definite article.

Marla had no idea that her Lakota warbonnet was the McCoy until a guest expert on “Antiques Roadshow” said that it was 

authentic.

268.

This word is from a Scots name.

n

mecometer 'E&#>'%@%$

an instrument for measuring a newborn child.

The mecometer indicated that the baby was 21 inches in length.

269.

This word is from Greek.

n

meliority '*7&CG$%@*

the quality or state of being better.

Though Robert misses some aspects of dorm life, he affirms the meliority of life in his new apartment.

270.

This word is from a Latin word.

n

melismatic !'27EF&'"@9#

relating to or having melodic embellishment or ornamentation—used of music.

The chorus’s melismatic treatment of the anthem made it hardly recognizable.

271.

This word is from Greek.

adj

mendacity '2)&,"+%@*

the quality or state of being given to deception or falsehood.

Mrs. Kern was puzzled by what she viewed to be the magazine’s deliberate mendacity in reporting the strike.

272.

This word is from a Latin word.

n
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menology 'E&)>7%A*

an ecclesiastical calendar of festivals celebrated in honor of particular saints and martyrs.

Felix consulted a menology to determine the feast day of the saint for whom he was named.

273.

This word is from a Greek word.

n

mesophilic !'2F(&1979#

growing or thriving best in an intermediate environment (as in one of moderate temperature).

Many bacteria are mesophilic, which is one reason good hygiene is important.

274.

This word is from Greek elements probably first combined in German plus an English combining form.

adj

[has homonym: mesophyllic]

metanoia !'2@%&)G9%

a fundamental transformation of mind or character; specifically : a spiritual conversion.

After years of dissolute living, Augustine experienced a metanoia and became a leading ecclesiastical figure.

275.

This word is from Greek.

n

mezzanine &'2FB)!*)

the lowest balcony in a theater.

Melinda says that she enjoys the view from the mezzanine better than the view from the orchestra.

276.

This word is from a Latin word that became Italian and then French.

n

mignonette !'9)C%&)2:

an annual that is native to northern Africa and is widely cultivated for its long racemes of fragrant greenish yellow or greenish 

white flowers.

Susan used lettuce and mignonette for salad greens.

277.

This word is from a French word.

n

[has homonym: minionette]

milonga 'E&7G;6%

an Argentine ballroom dance that preceded the tango early in the twentieth century.

It is unusual to see anyone dance the milonga nowadays.

278.

This word is from Spanish.

n

miserere !'9F%&$2$*

a prayer, exclamation, or speech that asks for mercy.

Brendan gave his mother the usual miserere for coming to the dinner table late and muddy.

279.

This word is from Latin.

n

mitriform &'=:$%!1G$'

shaped like a bishop’s liturgical headdress.

Jocelyn noticed the tiny mitriform buds on the fungi covering the forest floor.

280.

This word is from a Greek-derived Latin element plus a Latin element.

adj

molinary &'>7%!)2$*

of or relating to a mill or the process of grinding.

Elsworth’s firm specializes in the manufacture of molinary equipment.

281.

This word consists of a Latin element plus an English combining form.

adj
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monogamous '%&)>6%'%+

of or relating to marriage with but one person at a time.

George and Martha went on a Caribbean cruise in celebration of their long monogamous relationship.

282.

This word is from Greek.

adj

mossery &'G+%$*

a place where plants of the class Musci are grown.

Eustace constructed a mossery out of slats of old wood.

283.

This word consists of English elements.

n

mostaccioli !'G+:>:&34(7*

a pasta in the form of a short tube with oblique ends.

Rita told the events coordinator that her group wished not to have the usual banquet fare, which was mostaccioli and roast 

beef.

284.

This word is from Italian.

n

moulin '-&7"H

a nearly cylindrical vertical shaft in a glacier scoured out by meltwater and rock debris pouring into it.

In a thick glacier, a moulin can be hundreds of meters deep.

285.

This word is from Latin-derived French.

n

mousseline '-&+7*)

a fine sheer clothing fabric of silk, rayon, wool, or cotton that resembles muslin and has a crisp finish.

Heather received a scarf of green silk mousseline for her birthday.

286.

This word is from a French word.

n

mucedineous !'C-+%&,9)*%+

having the nature of or resembling mold or mildew.

Tomatoes with mucedineous spots were tossed into the compost heap.

287.

This word is from Latin elements and an English combining form.

adj

[could be confused with differently pronounced variant mucedinous]

mutilate &'C-@B7!.:

cut off or permanently destroy a limb or essential part of.

People who mutilate animals can be fined and imprisoned.

288.

This word is from Latin.

v

myasthenia !'=%+&:4*)*%

muscular debility.

Keith was informed that his myasthenia was initiated by overexertion and would disappear with rest.

289.

This word is from originally Greek elements that passed into Latin.

n

mycetismus !'=+%&:9F'%+

mushroom poisoning.

In the Babar series of children’s books, Babar succeeds the King of the Elephants, who has died from mycetismus.

290.

This word is from Greek.

n
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naissance &).+B)/:0+

an original issue or growth.

The new movement in art was called a “cultural naissance.”

291.

This word is from French.

n

[has homonym: nascence]

naproxen )%&<$>#+E)

an anti-inflammatory analgesic antipyretic drug that is used especially to treat arthritis and is often administered in the form of 

its sodium salt.

The doctor prescribed naproxen for Mr. Chatterjee’s sore shoulder.

292.

This word consists of an element that went from Iranian to Greek to Latin plus a Greek-derived combining form plus a Greek-

derived International Scientific Vocabulary element plus another Greek-derived International Scientific Vocabulary element.

n

necropolis )E&#$><%7E+

a cemetery; especially : a large elaborate cemetery of an ancient city.

The pharaoh’s tomb is part of the necropolis known as the “Valley of the Kings.”

293.

This word is from a Greek word.

n

[could be confused with plural necropoleis]

nectarivorous !)2#:%&$9?%$%+

feeding on the sweet liquid that is secreted by a plant.

Samantha’s colorful flower garden attracts many nectarivorous birds and insects.

294.

Part of this word went from Greek to Latin, and the other part is from a Latin word.

adj

nematognath !)2'%&:>6!)":4

a catfish.

The diver said that he saw a huge nematognath swimming near the dam.

295.

This word consists of two Greek elements.

n

nidificate &)9,%1E!#.:

build a nest.

Every spring robins gather bits of string and small twigs and nidificate in the maple tree outside Sally’s bedroom window.

296.

This word is from Latin.

v

niveau )*&?(

a level or plateau (as of existence or achievement) especially in a progression.

Ben’s tennis class is at the intermediate niveau.

297.

This word is from a French word.

n

[could be confused with plural niveaux]

noisome &)G9+%'

offensive to the smell or other senses.

A noisome odor emanated from the plastics factory.

298.

This word is originally English.

adj
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nominative &)>'%)%@9?

marking typically the subject of a verb—used especially in the grammar of languages that have relatively full inflection.

The nominative case of a noun designates the subject of a verb.

299.

This word is from Latin.

adj

norito &)($%!:(

Shinto ritualistic prayers.

The chief priest at the temple recited the norito.

300.

This word is from Japanese.

n pl

noyade )5>&C>,

a mass drowning.

In her readings about executions carried out during the French Revolution, Tracy learned about a noyade known as “Carrier

’s Vertical Deportation.”

301.

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin word.

n

nugacious )-&6.+4%+

trifling : trivial.

Arguments about who sits in a vehicle’s front seat seem nugacious to many adults.

302.

This word is from Latin.

adj

nyctipelagic !)9#:%<E&7"A9#

living in the deeper waters of the ocean, especially those several hundred feet below the surface, and appearing at the surface 

only at night.

The marine biologist spent several years studying nyctipelagic fauna.

303.

Both parts of this word are originally Greek.

adj

oblivion %&879?*%)

the quality or state of being forgotten.

Fiona and Alistair have joined a group whose goal is to keep the Gaelic language from fading into oblivion.

304.

This word is from Latin-derived French.

n

oblocutor !>87%&#C-@%$

a disputer : a gainsayer : a detractor—used chiefly in law.

Mr. Donald, an effective oblocutor, was hired to support the company’s position that the plaintiff’s maladies have nothing to 

do with her employment.

305.

This word is from Latin.

n

obnoxious %8&)>#+4%+

forming an object of dislike or disgust : offensive.

Tim’s behavior at the birthday party was so obnoxious that no one wanted to associate with him.

306.

This word is from Latin.

adj

occision >#&+9F4%)

an act or instance of slaughtering.

Katelyn belongs to an organization that discourages the wholesale occision of sea turtles.

307.

This word is from Latin.

n
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occlusal %&#7-+B7

of or relating to the grinding or biting surface of a tooth or to the relation between the surfaces of the teeth when in contact.

Dr. Norris filled an occlusal cavity in one of Rodney’s molars.

308.

This word is from Latin.

adj

octateuch &>#:%!:-#

a collection of eight books; especially : the first eight books of the Old Testament.

The rabbi read from the antique octateuch, turning the pages with great care.

309.

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into Latin.

n

octogenary >#&:>A%!)2$*

eighty or between 80 and 90 years old.

Jill’s octogenary father enjoyed tending his garden.

310.

This word is from a Latin word.

adj

ogive &(!A=?

a diagonal arch or rib across a Gothic vault.

The middle of a Gothic vault, where each ogive cuts across the other, is called the “key” and is often in the form of a rose.

311.

This word is from a perhaps Latin-derived French term.

n

oleiferous !(7*&91%$%+

producing any of various substances that typically are greasy viscous combustible liquids or solids easily liquefiable on 

warming and are not miscible with water.

The oleiferous castor beans are the source of castor oil.

312.

This word consists of two Latin elements.

adj

oligopsony !>7%&6><+%)*

a market situation in which each of a limited number of buyers is strong enough to influence the market but not strong enough 

to ignore the reaction to such influence by the competitors.

Buyers of expensive printing presses constitute an oligopsony, because there are only a few dozen in the entire world.

313.

This word is from Greek.

n

olivaceous !>7%&?.+4%+

of a color that is yellow to yellow green in hue, of medium to low lightness, and of moderate to low saturation.

While walking through the salt marsh, Janice came upon a laughing gull’s nest of three olivaceous eggs.

314.

This word is from a term of probably non–Indo-European origin that went to Greek, then Latin, then French, then English plus

a Latin combining form.

adj

ommatophore %&'"@%!1($

a movable narrow stem that attaches an eye to the whole body of an organism.

Each creature in the science-fiction story had one eye that rotated atop an ommatophore.

315.

This word consists of two Greek parts.

n

omodynia !('(&,9)*%

pain in the shoulder.

The team’s doctor advised that ice packs be placed on the pitcher’s shoulder to relieve his omodynia.

316.

Both parts of this word are originally Greek.

n
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opprobrious %&<$(8$*%+

expressive of contempt or distaste usually mingled with reproach and an implication of inferiority.

The principal denounced the vandals in opprobrious terms.

317.

Originally Latin, this word went through French before becoming English.

adj

ordonnance &G$,%)%)/:0+

a company of French men-at-arms.

Didier decorated the walls of his café with old photographs of his grandfather’s ordonnance.

318.

This word is from Latin-derived French.

n

[has homonyms and near homonym: ordinance, ordinants and ordnance]

ornithomyzous G$!)9:4%&'=F%+

parasitic on birds.

Lice are ornithomyzous insects.

319.

This word is from Greek-derived International Scientific Vocabulary elements plus an English combining form.

adj

orotund &G$%!:%),

unduly full and strong in delivery or style : pompous : bombastic.

The more nervous Jeff gets while giving a speech, the more orotund his delivery becomes.

320.

This word is from Latin.

adj

orrisroot &G$E+!$-:

the fragrant rootstock of any of several European plants of the genus “Iris” used in pulverized form in perfumery and 

medicine.

Jane included some powdered orrisroot in the jar of potpourri.

321.

This word is probably from an Italian-derived English element plus an Old Norse–derived English element.

n

oscitancy &>+%@%)+*

drowsiness usually demonstrated by yawns.

By the third day of testimony on blood types, oscitancy had swept the courtroom.

322.

This word is from Latin.

n

ossifrage &>+%1$9A

the largest European bird of prey having a length of about 3½ feet and often a wingspread of nearly 10 feet and resembling 

both the eagles and the vultures—called also “bearded vulture.”

The name of the ossifrage comes from the legend that the bird drops its preys onto rocks to break their bones.

323.

This word is from Latin.

n

oubliette !-87*&2:

a dungeon with an opening only at the top and often a concealed pit below the floor.

Every medieval French castle Karen visited on the tour had an oubliette.

324.

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin word.

n

paillard <=&C>$

a piece of beef or veal usually pounded thin and grilled.

Veal paillard is easy to prepare on an outdoor grill.

325.

This word is from a French name.

n
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palimpsest &<"7E'/<0!+2+:

a parchment, tablet, or other portion of writing material that has been used after the earlier writing has been erased.

Special equipment will help determine whether the old parchment Colin found is a palimpsest.

326.

This word is from Greek.

n

palmad &<"7!'",

toward the inside of the hand.

Because of a mountain-biking injury, Peter cannot bend the fingers of his left hand palmad.

327.

This word is from a Latin-derived English element plus a Latin-derived English combining form.

adv

paloverde !<"7(&?%$,*

any of three thorny trees or shrubs that occur in dry parts of the southwestern United States and adjacent Mexico; have smooth

green bark, small leaves, and bright yellow flowers; and are locally important as wildlife browse and bee pasture.

Branches of the paloverde are green because its bark contains chlorophyll.

328.

This word is from a Spanish word.

n

panmnesia <")&)*F4%

the continuance in memory of all mental impression.

Casey thinks that having panmnesia might be burdensome.

329.

This word is from Greek-derived Latin elements.

n

paraclete &<"$%!#7*:

one called to aid or support : an advocate.

The popular senator was hailed as a paraclete of civil rights.

330.

This word is from Greek.

n

[could be confused with parrakeet]

paranomia !<"$%&)('*%

a loss or impairment of the power to use words as symbols of ideas characterized by the incorrect naming of objects.

Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease are two common causes of paranomia.

331.

This word is from a Greek-derived Latin element plus a Latin element.

n

Parnassian <>$&)"+*%)

of, relating to, or having the characteristics of poetry.

Jerome honed his Parnassian skills by writing a poem every day for a year.

332.

This word is from a Greek geographical name plus an English combining form.

adj

parrhesia <"&$*F4%

boldness or freedom of speech.

When Bill was in elementary school, his parrhesia earned him many stints of standing in the corner.

333.

This word is from Greek.

n

[could be confused with Parisian]

pâtissier /!0<>:*&+C.

a pastry chef.

The restaurant hired a new pâtissier whose specialties were baklava, tiramisu, and crème brûlée.

334.

This word is from an originally Latin word that then became French.

n
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patronymic !<":$%&)9'9#

a name derived from that of the father or a paternal ancestor usually by the addition of a prefix or suffix.

The surname MacDonald, meaning “the son of Donald,” is a common Scottish patronymic.

335.

This word is from Greek.

n

pecksniffian <2#&+)91*%)

hypocritically devout : displaying high-mindedness with intent to impress.

The pecksniffian politician in charge of the charity event took on the job merely as a public relations opportunity.

336.

The first part of this word is from an English literary name, and the second part is an English combining form.

adj

peculate &<2#C%!7.:

steal or appropriate wrongfully to one’s own use : embezzle.

The company informed its employees that if they peculate petty cash, they will be fired.

337.

This word is from Latin.

v

pedesis <E&,*+E+

the peculiar random movement exhibited by microscopic particles of both organic and inorganic substances when suspended 

in liquids or gases that is caused by the impact of the molecules of fluid surrounding the particles.

Pedesis is also called “Brownian motion” after the Scottish botanist Robert Brown, who discovered it.

338.

This word is from Greek.

n

Pelham &<27%'

a horse’s bit with a bar mouthpiece and double rings commonly used in riding bridles and designed to combine the function of

curb and snaffle.

The Pelham is a common piece of equestrian equipment used in polo.

339.

This word is probably from a name.

n

pellucid <%&7-+E,

translucent : transparent.

Many polycarbonate materials are as pellucid as window glass.

340.

This word is from Latin.

adj

pembina <2'&8*)%

a shrub or tree of North America and Europe with prominently three-lobed leaves and red fruit—called also “highbush 

cranberry.”

George planted a pembina in the front yard as a surprise for Clementine’s birthday.

341.

This word is from a French word that is perhaps a modified form of a Cree word.

n

pendeloque !<>H,%&7G#

a usually pear-shaped glass pendant used for ornamenting a lamp or chandelier.

The large pendeloque of the dining room chandelier was slightly chipped.

342.

This word is a from a French blend of two French words.

n

pentapody <2)&:"<%,*

a metrical unit or verse consisting of five feet.

In some of Sappho’s poems, each line is a pentapody.

343.

This word consists of Greek elements.

n
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percipience <%$&+9<*%)/:0+

capacity to sense or come to know or recognize mentally especially something that is hidden or obscure.

The comedian was renowned for his percipience and wit.

344.

This word is of Latin origin.

n

[has homonym: plural noun percipients]

periapt &<2$*!"<:

a charm worn especially as a protection against disease or mischief : an amulet.

Tonya’s research revealed that it was not uncommon for soldiers to wear a periapt into battle for protection.

345.

This word is from Greek.

n

pericoronitis !<2$%!#G$%&)=@E+

inflammation of the gum around the crown of an unerupted tooth.

Pericoronitis can cause fever, swelling, and enlarged lymph nodes.

346.

This word is from a Greek-derived Latin element plus a Latin element plus a Greek-derived English combining form.

n

perionychium !<2$*(&)9#*%'

the tissue bordering the root and sides of a fingernail or toenail.

Ruth used an antifungal agent to treat the infection of the perionychium around her big toenail.

347.

This word consists of two Greek parts plus a Latin part plus a Latin combining form.

n

pernoctate /!0<%$&)>#!:.:

stay up or out all night.

The college, aware that too many students pernoctate during exams, ran an “eight hours of sleep or bust” campaign.

348.

This word is from Latin.

v

peroration !<2$%&$.+4%)

a flowery highly rhetorical speech.

Mr. Branson’s peroration was lost on his audience at the school board meeting.

349.

This word is from Latin.

n

pestis &<2+:E+

an epidemic disease causing a high rate of mortality.

The bubonic plague, once a terrifying pestis, is now largely curable with antibiotics.

350.

This word is from Latin.

n

phonasthenia !1()%+&:4*)*%

weakness or hoarseness of voice.

After the football game some of the cheerleaders complained of phonasthenia.

351.

This word is from Greek.

n

physicist &19F%+E+:

a specialist in the science of matter and energy and their interactions in the fields of mechanics, acoustics, optics, heat, 

electricity, magnetism, radiation, atomic structure, and nuclear phenomena.

The physicist explained how a laser is used to read what is recorded on a compact disc.

352.

This word is from Greek.

n
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piatti &<C>@*

cymbals.

Maggie’s dream is to play the piatti in the high school marching band.

353.

This word is from Latin-derived Italian.

n pl

picayune !<9#*&C-)

of little value : paltry : measly.

The other players chided the halfback for his picayune contribution to the team.

354.

This word is from a word that went from Latin to Provençal to French.

adj

pilpul &<97!<-7

critical analysis and hairsplitting : casuistic argumentation especially among Jewish scholars on talmudic subjects.

The arguments presented during pilpul are often very deep and convoluted.

355.

This word is from Aramaic and Hebrew.

n

ploce &<7(/!0+*

emphatic repetition of a word with particular reference to its special significance.

“A rose is a rose is a rose” is a classic example of ploce.

356.

This word is from Greek-derived Latin.

n

pneumonia )-&'()C%

a disease of the lungs caused by microorganisms, viruses, chemical irritants, or foreign bodies.

Many organisms, including viruses and fungi, can cause pneumonia; but strains of bacteria are the most common causes.

357.

This word is from an originally Greek word.

n

ponceau <>)&+(

a strong red to reddish orange.

The artificial poppies worn on Veterans’ Day are of the distinct color ponceau.

358.

This word came from a French word which probably came from another Latin-derived French word.

n

portentous <G$&:2):%+

of, relating to, or constituting something that foreshadows a coming event.

Oliver’s dream proved portentous.

359.

This word is from Latin.

adj

potpourri !<(<%&$*

a jar of flower petals mixed with spices and used for scent or perfume.

Stella keeps a potpourri on her kitchen windowsill.

360.

This word is from a French word.

n

[has near homonym: popery]

précis <$.&+*

a brief summary of essential points, statements, or facts.

Isaac summarized a long article neatly in his one-paragraph précis.

361.

This word is from Latin-derived French.

n
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prodition <$(&,9+4%)

betrayal : treason.

The spy who passed information to a foreign operative seemed to have no remorse for his prodition.

362.

This word is from Latin-derived French.

n

propiophenone !<$(<*(&1*!)()

a flowery-smelling compound used in perfumes and in the synthesis of pharmaceuticals (as ephedrine) and organic 

compounds.

The propiophenone used in Katrina’s favorite perfume has the smell of gardenia blossoms.

363.

This word is from Greek-derived International Scientific Vocabulary.

n

Ptolemy &:>7%'*

a ruler of the Macedonian dynasty of Egypt.

The first Ptolemy was a Macedonian general in the army of Alexander the Great.

364.

This word is from a Greek name.

n

ptomaine &:(!'.)

any of various organic bases some of which are poisonous and which are formed by the action of putrefactive bacteria on 

nitrogenous matter.

Dunstan worries that his lunch may have been tainted with ptomaine.

365.

This word is from a word that went from Greek to Italian.

n

quadrillage #5>&,$979A

a system of reference lines forming squares or rectangles—used of a map.

Because Dan is color-blind, he has difficulty using a map with a red quadrillage.

366.

This word is from French.

n

quadrivial #5>&,$9?*%7

having four ways or roads meeting in a point; also : leading in four directions.

The quadrivial intersection in the middle of the desert, with its four stop signs, was the strangest sight Delmer had ever seen.

367.

This word is from Latin.

adj

quatercentenary !#5>@%$!+2)&:2)%$*

a four-hundredth anniversary.

The Jamestown Settlement celebrated its quatercentenary in 2007.

368.

This word is from Latin plus Latin-derived English.

n

quietive &#5=E@9?

something that has a tranquilizing effect : a sedative.

Valerian is a mild herbal quietive and can be drunk as a tea at bedtime.

369.

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and the second part is an English combining form.

n

quodlibet &#5>,7%!82:

a subtle or debatable point; especially : a theological or scholastic question proposed for argument or disputation.

The best students in the philosophy seminar were often given a quodlibet to sharpen their debating skills.

370.

This word is from Latin.

n
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Rabelaisian !$"8%&7.F*%)

marked by or manifesting a gross robust humor, an extravagance of caricature, or a bold naturalism similar to that 

distinguishing the satire of François Rabelais.

Mark Twain was among the many nineteenth-century writers who were criticized for having a Rabelaisian view of life.

371.

This word is from a French name.

adj

rabulistic !$"8C%&79+:9#

characterized by railing or pettifoggery.

Not surprisingly, the gubernatorial candidates’ debate quickly became rabulistic.

372.

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and the second part contains English combining forms.

adj

ramage &$"'9A

the boughs or branches of a tree.

As soon as Buttons got out the door, she disappeared into the ramage of the big maple.

373.

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin word.

n

ramification !$"'%1E&#.+4%)

a resulting development : a consequence.

Tina feels that the only negative ramification of accepting the job offer is that she will have to take a pay cut.

374.

This word is from Latin.

n

ramshackle &$"'!+4"#%7

appearing as if ready to collapse : dilapidated : rickety.

Bonnie heard strange noises coming from the ramshackle house next door.

375.

This word is from an originally Old Norse word that then passed into English.

adj

[could be confused with archaic ransackle, which has a different meaning]

rantipole &$"):*!<(7

characterized by a wild unruly manner or attitude.

The young musician’s rantipole personal life concealed a keen mind and a burning ambition.

376.

This word is from a probably Dutch-derived English element plus a German-derived English element.

adj

rapacious $%&<.+4%+

excessively grasping or covetous : given to seizing or extorting what is coveted.

The rapacious invaders left a trail of destruction in their wake.

377.

This word is from Latin.

adj

rapturous &$"<34%$%+

feeling, expressing, or marked by ecstasy : ecstatic.

Cecilia always became rapturous during the final movement of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony.

378.

This word is from Latin.

adj

ratihabition !$"@*4%&89+4%)

the act or process of confirming or sanctioning.

The constitution requires the president to submit treaties to the Senate for ratihabition.

379.

This word is from Latin.

n
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rationale !$"+4%&)"7

the underlying reason : justification.

Coralie could provide no rationale for her habitual tardiness.

380.

This word is from a Latin word.

n

Rechabite &$2#%!8=:

an abstainer from intoxicating drinks; especially : a member of a benefit society founded in England in 1835 and dedicated to 

total abstinence.

In the United Kingdom, tombstones marked with “IOR” usually indicate that the deceased was a Rechabite.

381.

This word is from a Hebrew name that passed through Latin.

n

recrement &$2#$%'%):

superfluous matter separated from that which is useful.

Slag is the recrement produced in smelting iron ore.

382.

This word is from Latin.

n

replicatile $E&<79#%!:=7

capable of being folded back on itself.

The wings of many insects are replicatile.

383.

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and the second part is an English combining form.

adj

reticulated $E&:9#C%!7.@E,

constructed or faced with diamond-shaped stones or square stones placed diagonally.

The hotel lobby’s reticulated floor provided stark geometric contrast with the gentle curves of the atrium.

384.

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and the second part is an English combining form.

adj

retrocedence !$2:$%&+*,B)/:0+

the act or process of giving back (a territory or jurisdiction) typically by treaty or negotiated pact.

In 1997 the British government completed the retrocedence of Hong Kong to China.

385.

This word is from Latin.

n

rhagadiform $%&6",%!1G$'

having or characterized by cracks or fissures.

The pharmaceutical company sought FDA approval for its ointment for treating rhagadiform eczema.

386.

This word consists of a Greek part plus an English combining form.

adj

rheotactic !$*%&:"#:9#

relating to or exhibiting a movement in reaction to mechanical stimulation by a stream of fluid (as water).

Many fish have a rheotactic response to ocean currents, turning their bodies to face the flow.

387.

This word consists of two Greek elements.

adj

rhodamine &$(,%!'*)

any of a group of yellowish red to blue fluorescent xanthene dyes.

Environmentalists released rhodamine into the river for the purpose of tracking the rate of flow and dispersion of the water.

388.

This word consists of a Greek element, an Egyptian element that went to Greek and then Latin, and a Latin-derived combining

form.

n
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robinsonade !$>8E)+%&).,

a fictitious narrative of often fantastic adventures in real or imaginary distant places; especially : a story of the adventures of a 

person marooned on a desert island.

Letitia decided to write a robinsonade with a setting on a far distant planet.

389.

This word was formed in German from an English literary name.

n

rolamite &$(7%!'=:

a nearly frictionless elementary mechanism consisting of two or more rollers inserted in the loops of a flexible metal or plastic 

band with the band acting to turn the rollers whose movement can be directed to perform various functions.

Tests using a rolamite have indicated that its coefficient of friction is up to an order of magnitude less than that of a device 

that uses ball bearings.

390.

This word is from a word that went from Latin to French to English plus an element of unknown origin.

n

ronin &$()9)

a vagrant samurai without a master.

After his master died and he became a ronin, it was not uncommon for a ronin to decide that his own life was not worth 

living.

391.

This word is from Japanese.

n

rosalia $(&F>7C%

a melody in which a phrase or passage is successively repeated each time a step or half step higher.

Diego spent hours with his guitar, working on the rosalia he was writing.

392.

This word is from an Italian name.

n

rouen $-&>)

a domestic duck resembling Pekins in form and size and wild mallards in plumage coloring.

Stella entered her rouen named “Lester” in the county fair and won a blue ribbon.

393.

This word is from a French geographical name.

n

saffian &+"1*%)

a leather made of goatskins or sheepskins tanned with sumac and dyed with bright colors.

Carlos bought an ottoman made of green and gold saffian.

394.

This word is from a word that went from Persian to Turkish to Russian.

n

sanguivorous +";&659?%$%+

feeding on blood.

Only three species of bats are sanguivorous, and their native habitats are the New World tropics and subtropics.

395.

This word consists of Latin-derived elements.

adj

Sarsar &+>$+%$

a whistling violently cold wind.

Even Mitra, who grew up in Minnesota and is accustomed to the cold, was impressed by the Sarsar she encountered during a 

visit to Iran.

396.

This word is from Arabic.

n

[could be confused with differently pronounced variant sansar]
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sauterelle !+G@%&$27

an instrument used (as by masons) to trace and form angles.

The experienced mason taught his apprentice how to use a sauterelle.

397.

This word is from a French word.

n

Savoyard +%&?G9%$,

a devotee, performer, or producer of the comic operas of W.S. Gilbert and A.S. Sullivan.

Nigel is a Savoyard who has seen “H.M.S. Pinafore” 57 times.

398.

This word consists of an English theater name and a French combining form.

n

[could be confused with savoyed]

schistocyte &+49+:%!+=:

a fragmenting red blood cell.

The doctor examined the blood smear for the presence of a schistocyte.

399.

This word is from Greek.

n

schuetzenfest &+4-:+%)!12+:

a shooting match : an entertainment or a picnic where marksmanship is practiced.

Gil won second place for rifle marksmanship at the local schuetzenfest.

400.

This word is from a German word.

n

scissel &+9+%7

metal scrap clippings left over in various mechanical operations.

The scissel from the factory was collected and sent to another location to be melted for further use.

401.

This word is from Latin-derived French.

n

[has homonym: sisel]

scruple &+#$-<%7

a moral principle that inhibits action.

Because of a religious scruple, Rachel never eats pork.

402.

Originally Latin, this word went through French before becoming English.

n

sesquipedalian !+2+#5E<E&,.7C%)

given to or characterized by the use of long words.

Norbert dozed off halfway through the professor’s sesquipedalian lecture.

403.

This word is from Latin.

adj

sinistrocular !+9)%&+:$>#C%7%$

using the left eye habitually or more effectively than the right.

Statistics indicate that many sinistrocular individuals are also left-handed.

404.

This word is from Latin.

adj

solecism &+>7%!+9F%'

an ungrammatical combination of words in a sentence.

Sylvia cringes every time she hears the solecism that uses the plural possessive pronoun “their” with the singular nominative 

pronoun “everyone.”

405.

This word is from an originally Greek word.

n
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soliton &+>7E!:>)

an individual wave (as in a gaseous plasma) that propagates with little loss of energy and retains its shape and speed after 

colliding with another such wave.

The graduate student watched as a soliton developed in the wave tank.

406.

This word consists of a Latin element plus an International Scientific Vocabulary element.

n

sommelier !+G'%7&C.

a waiter in a restaurant who has charge of wines and their service.

The young sommelier is working to improve his knowledge of northern Italian wines.

407.

This word is from a word that went from Latin to Provençal to French.

n

sorghum &+G$6%'

syrup produced by evaporating the juice from stems of certain tropical grasses.

Rachel likes sorghum on her oatmeal.

408.

This word is from an Italian word that is perhaps from a Latin geographical name.

n

sortita +G$&:*@%

an entrance aria in an opera.

“Largo al Factotum,” Figaro’s sortita in “The Barber of Seville,” is one of opera’s most famous arias.

409.

This word is from a French-derived Italian word.

n

sostenuto !+(+:%&)-@/!0(

sustained : prolonged—used as a direction in music to sustain the notes of a movement or passage to or beyond their full 

nominal value.

As Fiona grew taller, she was able to hold down the piano’s middle pedal to play sostenuto notes.

410.

This word is from Italian.

adj

spilth &+<97:4

something that has been allowed to pour, splash, or fall out (as over the edge of a container) and be wasted, lost, or scattered.

Even though Susan had to clean up her young son’s spilth, she felt it was important for him to help make breakfast.

411.

This word consists of English elements.

n

splacknuck &+<7"#!)%#

an odd or peculiar animal.

One of Dr. Doolittle’s animals was a benign splacknuck, but not all fictional creatures are friendly.

412.

This word is from an English literary name.

n

[could be confused with splanchnic]

sponsalia +<>)&+.7*%

a formal promise or contract for a future marriage between persons competent to make such a contract.

In Renaissance Italy, a sponsalia resembled the brokering of a modern-day business deal.

413.

This word is from Latin.

n

steganopodous !+:26%&)><%,%+

having all four toes webbed.

Pelicans and cormorants are familiar birds that are steganopodous.

414.

This word is from Greek.

adj
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stilb &+:978

a centimeter-gram-second unit of brightness equal to 1 candle per square centimeter of cross section perpendicular to the rays.

The luminous paint on a watch dial usually registers only a tiny fraction of a stilb.

415.

This word is from a word that went from Greek to International Scientific Vocabulary.

n

stolon &+:(7%)

a horizontal branch from the base of a plant that is either above or below ground and produces new plants from buds at its tip 

or nodes (as in the strawberry)—called also “runner.”

Liz reluctantly cut back the strawberry stolon that threatened to creep into her neighbor’s garden.

416.

This word is from Latin.

n

[has homonyms: stolen, stollen]

strathspey +:$":4&+<.

a Scottish dance similar to but slower than the reel.

The highland fling is one example of a dance in the manner of the strathspey.

417.

This word is from a Scottish geographical name.

n

stridulation !+:$9A%&7.+4%)

a usually high-pitched creaking or musical sound made by the males of many insects and sometimes by the females by rubbing

together specially modified parts of the body.

Stridulation is a common acoustic signal among insects.

418.

This word is from Latin-derived French.

n

subjugate &+%8A%!6.:

force to submit to control and governance.

Horse whisperers subjugate traumatized animals by using communication techniques derived from observing the behavior of 

wild horses.

419.

This word is from Latin.

v

succivorous /!0+%#&+9?%$%+

feeding on the sap of plants—used especially of an insect.

Martha applied insecticide to her plants after she noticed the succivorous pests on them.

420.

This word consists of two Latin elements.

adj

sudoriparous !+-,%&$9<%$%+

producing or conveying sweat.

Antiperspirants reduce sweating by acting on the sudoriparous glands.

421.

This word consists of Latin elements.

adj

superficies !+-<%$&19+4/!0*F

the purely external aspects, features, or characteristics of a thing.

Mollie’s drawing captures the superficies of her father but misses his personality.

422.

This word is from Latin.

n pl
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surgeon &+%$A%)

a specialist in a branch of medicine that is concerned with diseases and conditions requiring or amenable to operative or 

manual procedures.

The surgeon who will perform Dad’s liver transplant is a colleague of a long-time family friend.

423.

This word went from Greek to Latin to French to English.

n

symphily &+9'/<01%7*

a living relationship between two kinds of organisms that has mutual benefit or attraction (as between some ants or termites 

and various guest insects that live in their nests).

The teacher likened the process of symphily that exists in a termite nest to the expression “You scratch my back, and I’ll 

scratch yours.”

424.

This word is from Greek.

n

[could be confused with sinfully]

synastry +E&)"+:$*

concurrence of starry position or influence upon two persons : similarity of condition or fortune prefigured by astrology.

The actor who had several box office hits was convinced that his synastry with a particular young actress meant that they 

should always work together.

425.

This word was formed in Latin out of Greek elements.

n

syncranterian !+9)!#$")&:9$*%)

having the teeth in a continuous row.

Although many animals are syncranterian, some snakes have their back teeth separated from their front teeth.

426.

This word consists of Greek elements plus an English combining form.

adj

taciturnity !:"+%&:%$)%@*

the quality or state of being temperamentally disinclined or reluctant to talk or converse.

Gene and Leo’s taciturnity about the cause of the scuffle resulted in a trip to the principal’s office.

427.

This word is from Latin.

n

Tammanyism &:"'%)*!9F%'

the principles or practices associated with a New York City political organization under the leadership of William M. Tweed 

that sought municipal political control through corruption and bossism.

Tammanyism was rife in New York City politics in the 1870s.

428.

This word is from an Delaware Indian name plus an English combining form.

n

tarpaulin :>$&<G7E)

a piece or sheet of waterproof material used for covering or protecting goods, vehicles, athletic fields, or other exposed 

objects.

When rain began during the second inning of the baseball game, the ground crew rolled out the tarpaulin to protect the field.

429.

This word consists of two originally English elements.

n

Tartarus &:>$@%$%+

the infernal regions of ancient mythology.

One of the many fascinating details Greg learned in his study of Greek mythology was that Tartarus was surrounded by three 

layers of night.

430.

This word is from Greek-derived Latin.

n

[has homonym: tartarous]
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teetotum :*&:(@%'

a small top.

Jeff likes to play with the old teetotum he found in Grandfather’s attic.

431.

This word consists of an originally English element plus an originally Latin form.

n

tegular &:26C%7%$

of, relating to, or resembling a tile.

Jeanell will cover the recreation room floor with linoleum that has a tegular design.

432.

This word is from Latin elements plus a Latin-derived English combining form.

adj

[could be confused with noun tegula]

teleological !:27*%&7>AE#%7

having the nature of or relating to design, purpose, final intention, or cause.

The geneticist, widely known for his teleological viewpoints, gave several examples of how organisms have mutated to fit 

their environment better.

433.

This word is from Greek.

adj

teleoptile !:27*&><:E7

a mature feather.

A teleoptile may be armed with barbs or little hooks.

434.

This word consists of Greek elements.

n

teleran &:27%!$")

a system of aerial navigation in which ground radar scans the area about an airport and the results are televised so that the 

pilot of an airplane sees the positions of all craft in the vicinity superimposed upon a map of the area.

Captain Withers looked at the teleran to check the traffic pattern over the airport.

435.

This word consists of a Greek element plus a Latin-derived element from an English acronym plus an element from a Latin-

derived English word.

n

Tempe &:2'<*

a place (as a valley, glen, or rustic retreat) of great natural beauty and charm.

Pauline and Don believe that Maui is the Tempe they have been searching for and have made plans to purchase a 

condominium there.

436.

This word is from a Greek-derived Latin geographical name.

n

[has near homonym: tempeh]

temperance &:2'<%$%)/:0+

moderation in or abstinence from the use of intoxicating drink.

Many organizations promoting temperance were instrumental in bringing about the ratification of the 18th Amendment to 

the U.S. constitution in 1919.

437.

This word is from Latin.

n

tenacious :E&).+4%+

holding fast or tending to hold fast : persistent in maintaining or adhering to something valued or habitual.

Marjorie is tenacious in her belief that her cousin was abducted by aliens and replaced by an impostor.

438.

This word is from a word that went from Latin to English.

adj
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terebinthinate !:2$%&89)/:0:4%!).:

relating to, containing, or resembling turpentine (as in odor).

Citrus juices, when subjected to direct sunlight, may acquire a terebinthinate flavor.

439.

This word is from Latin.

adj

terpsichorean !:%$<!+9#%&$*%)

of or relating to dancing or choreography.

Geoffrey is interested in the terpsichorean arts and wants to major in dance when he goes to college.

440.

This word is from Greek.

adj

terrella :%&$27%

a spherical magnet used to simulate the magnetic properties of Earth.

Mrs. Sullivan poured iron filings over the terrella to show her students the magnet field lines.

441.

This word is from Latin.

n

tetracycline !:2:$%&+=!#7=)

a yellow crystalline broad-spectrum antibiotic.

The doctor prescribed tetracycline for Velma’s respiratory infection.

442.

This word is from a word that went from Greek to International Scientific Vocabulary.

n

Tetrazzini !:2:$%&F*)*

prepared with pasta and a white sauce seasoned with sherry and served au gratin.

Chessie makes turkey Tetrazzini with her Thanksgiving leftovers.

443.

This word is from an Italian name.

adj

thermoremanent :4%$'(&$2'%)%):

being or relating to magnetic induction remaining in a magnetized substance when the external magnetizing force has become 

zero that indicates the strength and direction of Earth’s magnetic field at a former time.

The study of thermoremanent materials has implications for archaeology as well as geology.

444.

This word is from a Greek element plus a Latin-derived word.

adj

thesmothete &:42F'%!:4*:

a lawgiver : a legislator; specifically : one of the six ancient Athenian junior magistrates.

Joseph has in his office a marble bust of a famous Athenian thesmothete.

445.

This word is from Greek.

n

thremmatology !:4$2'%&:>7%A*

the science of breeding animals and plants under domestication.

The dog breeder’s bookshelf contained several textbooks on thremmatology.

446.

This word is from Greek.

n

thwartwise &:45G$:!5=F

diagonally.

During the ice storm a huge tree fell thwartwise across the path to the lake.

447.

The first part of this word is from an originally Old Norse word that then passed into English, and the second part is originally 

English.

adv
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Thyestean :4=&2+:*%)

cannibal.

The 1992 film about a Thyestean doctor known as “Hannibal the Cannibal” won five Academy Awards.

448.

This word is from a Greek name.

adj

tillage &:97EA

cultivated land.

Only a small percentage of the world’s tillage is dedicated to organic farming.

449.

This word is from English.

n

timbale &:9'8%7

a creamy mixture (as of chicken, lobster, cheese, or fish) cooked in a drum-shaped mold or in individual molds or cups.

After the salad dishes were cleared, Max served a curried chicken timbale.

450.

This word is from a French word.

n

[has homonyms: timbal, tymbal]

tinnitus &:9)%:%+

a ringing, roaring, hissing, or other sensation of noise in the ears that is purely subjective.

It is difficult for people to understand how annoying tinnitus is unless they have experienced the condition themselves.

451.

This word is from Latin.

n

tintinnabulation !:9):%)"8C%&7.+4%)

the ringing or sounding of bells.

Many people stop what they are doing each day at noon to listen to the glorious tintinnabulation coming from the cathedral’

s belfry.

452.

This word is from a Latin word plus an English combining form.

n

tomentose :%&'2)!:(+

covered with densely matted hairs.

Benzoin is a common resin from a tree that has tomentose branches and leaves.

453.

This word is from Latin.

adj

[could be confused with differently pronounced synonymous cross-reference tomentous]

tonsillitis !:>)/:0+%&7=@E+

inflammation of either or both of the pair of prominent masses of lymphoid tissue that lie one on each side of the throat.

Dr. Graham treated Erica’s tonsillitis with antibiotics.

454.

This word is from Latin.

n

torrefaction !:G$%&1"#+4%)

the act or process of drying or roasting with fire.

The torrefaction to which coffee is subjected gives it a light brown color.

455.

This word is from a Latin word plus an English combining form.

n

torrenticole :%&$2):%!#(7

an organism that lives in swiftly flowing water.

The brook trout is a common torrenticole in eastern Canada.

456.

This word consists of two Latin elements.

n
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torrone :%&$()*

a candy made of honey and almonds.

The catalog’s offerings of Italian confections include biscotti and torrone.

457.

This word is from a word that went from Latin to Spanish to Italian.

n

tourlourou !:D$7-&$-

a large swift-moving dull grayish land crab that is widely distributed from southern Florida and the West Indies to Brazil.

Because the tourlourou feeds chiefly at night, José was lucky to have seen one in the afternoon.

458.

This word is from a French word.

n

tournasin &:D$)%+E)

a tool for smoothing and finishing roughly thrown pottery while it revolves on a wheel.

The potter deftly used a tournasin to smooth the surface of the vase he was making.

459.

This word is from a French word.

n

trachelate &:$"#%!7.:

having the look of a neck.

The insect cartoon character has a trachelate prothorax, making it look more like a human.

460.

This word is from Greek-derived Latin.

adj

tragedienne :$%!A*,*&2)

an actress who specializes in roles marked by a disastrous often fatal event or series of events.

On Thursday night, Ms. Siddons, the granddaughter of the tragedienne, made her first appearance.

461.

This word is from a French word.

n

[could be confused with masculine tragedian]

traiteur :$.&:%$

the keeper of a French or Italian eating house.

The traiteur offered a daily special at an extra discount for his regular customers.

462.

This word is from Latin-derived French.

n

[could be confused with traitor]

transhumance :$")F&4C-'%)/:0+

seasonal movement of livestock and especially sheep between mountain and lowland pastures either under the care of herders 

or (as among various pastoral peoples) accompanied by the whole population of owners.

Transhumance remains an essential pastoral activity in many sheep-raising areas.

463.

This word is from a word that went from Latin to Spanish to French.

n

[has homonym: plural noun transhumants]

transpontine :$")F&<>)!:=)

lying or situated on the other side of a bridge.

In London the transpontine accommodations are typically much more affordable than most of those near Hyde Park.

464.

This word is from Latin.

adj
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trapunto :$%&<-)/!0:(

a decorative quilted design in high relief worked through at least two layers of cloth by outlining the design in running stitch 

and then padding it from the underside by the insertion of yarn or cotton.

The oldest coverlet in the museum’s collection features a central medallion worked in trapunto and embroidery.

465.

This word is from Latin.

n

tridacna :$E&,"#)%

any mollusk of a genus of marine bivalves having a shell with valves equal in size and form and very thick and heavy and 

strongly ridged at the margin and having no front muscle that closes the valves.

The tridacna that was added to the reef aquarium two months ago has drawn many tourists to the city’s marine center.

466.

This word is from Greek.

n

tritural &:$934%$%7

adapted for grinding.

Humans and other omnivores have both carnassial and tritural teeth.

467.

This word is from a Latin word plus an English combining form.

adj

tromba &:$>'8%

an organ stop imitating the tone quality of a trumpet.

The church conducted a special fund raiser to add a tromba to the pipe organ.

468.

This word is from Germanic-derived Italian.

n

truculent &:$%#C%7%):

feeling or evincing savage ferocity : cruel : fierce.

Hunger makes the tiger a truculent hunter.

469.

This word is from Latin.

adj

trumeau &:$-!'(

an overmantel treatment of eighteenth-century France consisting of a pier glass surmounted by an oil painting or decorative 

often carved panel.

The French villa where the film crew stayed had a trumeau in every bedroom.

470.

This word is from a French word.

n

tulle &:-7

a sheer and often stiffened machine-made net made with a usually hexagonal mesh and of silk, rayon, or nylon and used 

chiefly for veils, evening dresses, or ballet costumes.

Jennifer’s floor-length wedding veil, made of white tulle and Belgian lace, is a gift from her grandmother.

471.

This word is from French.

n

[has homonym: tool]

tumulary &:-'C%!72$*

of, relating to, or placed over a grave : sepulchral.

Eleni could barely make out the tumulary inscription, which she finally decided was written in a dialect of Etruscan.

472.

This word is from Latin.

adj
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turbary &:%$8%$*

the ground where turf or peat may be dug especially for fuel : a peat bog.

Martha was worried that the fuel in the turbary would disappear quickly if the winter were very cold.

473.

This word is from a Germanic-derived Latin word plus a Latin combining form.

n

turgescent !:%$&A2+B):

becoming swollen, distended, or inflated.

Maria wonders if her turgescent ankle will ever look normal again.

474.

This word is from Latin.

adj

turnsole &:%$)!+(7

any of several plants whose flowers or stems are supposed to follow the location of the Sun.

The sunflower is a turnsole familiar to many people.

475.

This word went from Latin to Italian to French.

n

turriculate /!0:%&$9#C%7E:

having a little tower.

The Nelsons just bought a turriculate Victorian house with a wraparound porch.

476.

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and the second part is an English combining form.

adj

tychopotamic !:=/!0#(<%&:"'9#

thriving chiefly in still waters (as of ponds) and occurring only incidentally in flowing waters—used of an aquatic organism.

Before the pond could be used for swimming, the tychopotamic vegetation had to be cleared away.

477.

This word is from Greek.

adj

typhlology :9&17>7%A*

the scientific study of blindness, its causes, effects, and control.

Researchers in typhlology have found that certain nutritional deficiencies can result in the clouding and softening of the 

cornea.

478.

This word is from Greek.

n

uncinate &%)/:0+%)E:

bent at the tip like a hook.

Using a magnifying glass, Chad was able to examine the insect’s uncinate antennae.

479.

This word is from Latin.

adj

ungulate &%;6C%7E:

a hoofed mammal.

The elephant is believed to be the largest ungulate.

480.

This word is from Latin.

n

urceole &%$+*!(7

a vessel for water for washing the hands (as after consecration of the Host in Roman Catholic mass).

An urceole thought to be more than 1000 years old is the latest acquisition in the museum’s collection of religious vessels.

481.

This word is from Latin.

n
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urisk &D$9+#

a good-natured goblin believed to perform helpful services during the night held in Scottish folklore to frequent sequestered 

places and waterfalls.

When Sheila fell asleep during her picnic in the woods, she dreamed that an urisk was braiding her hair.

482.

This word is from Scottish Gaelic.

n

ustion &%+34%)

the action of burning.

Finding the paper too thick to tear or cut easily, Richard resorted to ustion to destroy it without a trace.

483.

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin word.

n

usurpative C-&+%$<%@9?

of or constituting the unauthorized arbitrary assumption and exercise of power especially as infringing on others’ rights.

The king banished the prince for his traitorous usurpative acts.

484.

This word is from Latin.

adj

vacantia ?.&#")+4*%

goods without an owner or claimant.

Storage facilities have regular auctions of vacantia from abandoned units.

485.

This word is from Latin.

n pl

Valenciennes ?%!72)/:0+*&2)F

a fine bobbin lace having a ground with a square or diamond-shaped mesh which is plaited rather than twisted and a pattern 

made together with the ground and of the same kind of thread.

Annette admired the Valenciennes around the neckline of the antique wedding dress.

486.

This word is from a French geographical name.

n

vancourier ?")&#D$*%$

a scout or herald sent in advance.

The vancourier traveled 800 miles to tell the king that he was now the father of a baby girl.

487.

This word is from Latin-derived French elements.

n

vasopressor &?./!0F(!<$2+%$

causing a rise in blood pressure : exerting a narrowing effect on the lumen of the blood vessels.

Some antihistamines and cough medicines have a vasopressor effect.

488.

This word consists of Latin elements.

adj

vigia ?E&A*%

a mark made on a nautical chart indicating a dangerous rock or shoal and used chiefly on Spanish charts.

James puzzled over the vigia near the middle of the sea on the medieval chart.

489.

This word is from a word that went from Latin to Portuguese to Spanish and then to English.

n

villanelle !?97%&)27

a chiefly French poem having typically five tercets and a quatrain.

One of the most striking aspects of the villanelle is its rhyme scheme.

490.

This word is from a word that went from Italian to French.

n
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villino ?9&7*/!0)(

a residence for a single household separated from other houses by a yard : a detached house.

In a neighborhood of modern row houses, the beautiful old villino commanded attention.

491.

This word is from Latin-derived Italian.

n

viscerotonic !?9+%$%&:>)9#

exhibiting a pattern of temperament that is marked by predominance of social over intellectual or physical factors and displays

conviviality, tolerance, complacency, and love of food.

Keith is a viscerotonic person who is quite the master of table talk.

492.

This word consists of a Latin part and a part that went from Greek to Latin plus an English combining form.

adj

vitraillist ?E&:$=E+:

a maker or designer of work in stained glass.

Once the stonework on the cathedral was completed, the duke hired an expert vitraillist.

493.

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin word.

n

vociferous ?(&+91%$%+

marked by or given to ready vehement insistent outcry.

A vociferous couple in the back row ruined Stella’s evening at the poetry reading.

494.

This word is from a Latin word plus an English combining form.

adj

voilà !?5>&7>

—used to call attention, to express satisfaction or approval, or to suggest an appearing as if by magic.

“Voilà!” said Andrew, placing a huge platter of cookies and fruit on the table.

495.

This word is from French.

interj

voltigeur !?>7:%&F4%$

a member of any of various French organizations of light infantry.

One of Louise’s ancestors was a voltigeur during the Napoleonic Wars.

496.

This word is from a word that went from Italian to French.

n

wambenger &5"'!82;6%$

a widely distributed Australian pouched mouse.

Clearing of the western Australia wheatbelt for agriculture has resulted in the decline of the red-tailed wambenger.

497.

This word is of unknown origin.

n

Yiddishkeit &C9,9+4!#=:

Jewish way of life.

Rabbi Cohen answered questions from the Hebrew school pupils about the fundamental values of Yiddishkeit.

498.

This word is from Yiddish.

n

Zanni &F>)*

a madcap clown in masked comedy traditionally from Bergamo, Italy, usually playing the part of a comic servant and 

indulging in acrobatic antics and tricks.

The Zanni turned three backflips before leaving the stage.

499.

This word is from a name that went from Hebrew to Greek to Latin to Italian.

n
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zymurgy &F=!'%$A*

a branch of applied chemistry that deals with fermentation processes (as in wine making or brewing).

The chemist had performed many experiments in zymurgy before taking the job at the brewery.

500.

This word is from Greek.

n
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